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St. Pat's Events
friday, march 14
8-10 a.m.- Queen interviews - University Center
1 p.m.

St. Pat arrives at 7th and Elm on Frisco handcar

]:30 p.m.- Green beer at the' Top Hat
2:30-5 p.m.- Traditional St. Pat games at lions Park, Pavilion
- No.4: Six pack chug, endurance chug, girl's
quart chug, student beard contests, shillelagh
contest and cudgel contest.
9-10: 30 p.m. Coronation and Honorary Knighting ceremonies Multi-Purpose Building
10:30 p.m.-Coronation dance - Armory (music by mack's
- 1:30 a.m. Creek)
8 p.m.
M.R.H.A. Dance - midnight

lion's Club Den

saturday, march 15
8 a . m . - Floats assemble at 11th and Park
8:30 a.m.- Non-floats assemble at 6th and Park
9 a.m.---Painting of gr:een stripe down Pine Street

9:30 a.m:--St: Pat starts down
- spreader

Pine Street on manure

10 a . m . - Parade down Pine Street
- noon
1 p.m.--- Knighting ceremony for students-Jackling Field
7 'p.m.---Concert-Multi-Purpose building (The James
Gang)

•.
...

GDI
GDI will have its St. Pat's Dance Saturday, March 15,
at Echo Valley at 9:00p.m . It is free to members and
only $3.00 for non-members.
INFORMAL ST. PAT'S DANCE
Everyone on campus is invited to attend the MRHA St.
Pat's Dance, to be held Friday, March 14, 1975, at the
Lion's Club Den, Highway 63 South, from 8 to 12
midnight. There will be a fifty-cent (stag or drag)
admission charge, and it will be informal. This is just
what you and your date are looking for!
MAY GRADS
All students graduating in May, who have not made
Application for Diploma, please see John Faucett in
the Registrar's Office or there is no guarantee that
your diploma '!"!W be here by Commencement.
SHAMROCK BUTTONS
to BENEFIT DYSTROPHY FUND
To l1elp the battle against dystrophy and related
crippling disorders, the Muscular Dystrophy
Association is offering "Shamrocks Against
Dystrophy" tags to wear on St. Patrick's Day.
Chairmen of this year's drive are Patty Ann Pijut of
Zeta Tau Alpha and Tobey Yadon of Delta Tau Delta .
STUDENT UNION BOARD EVENTS
Saturday, March 15-St. Pat's Concert" James Gang"
doors open 6:30, warm up band 7:30-8: 30, Intermission
8:30-9:00 "James Gang" 9:00
Monday, March 17-Hearts Tournament-sign up
sheets in Student Center
Sunday, March 23-MOVIE-Big Jake, 4 and 6:30
p.m. Centennial Hall
Friday, April S-App lications for directors, officers
and Summer Board deadli
Mrs. Harv
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St. Pat Dubs
Honorary Knights
In ceremonies taking place
Friday, March 14, 9 p.m ., at the
Multi-Purpose Building, St. Pat
will dub four faculty , alumni
and friends of the University of
Missouri-Rolla Honorary
Knights of St. Patrick.
Recipients of this honor are
Dr . Raymond L. Bisplinghoff,
Robert Earl Schuchardt,
Elizabeth Toy Lorey and Herald
G. Barnes Jr .
Dr. Bisplinghoff has been
chancellor of UMR since
Oct6ber, 1974. He received his
B. S. and M. S. degrees drom
the UniverSity of Cincinnati and
his Sc. D. degree from
Eidgenossiche
Technische
Hochschule, Zurich, Switzerland. Academically, he has
taught at the University of
Cincinnati
and
the
IVassachusetts Institute of
1 echnology, also serving as
dean of the MIT School of
Engineering. At- the federal
level , his responsibilities have
included administrative and
advisory posts' with the National
Aeronautics
and
Space
Administration (NASA) and the
Federal Aviation Agency. He
came to UMR from the position
of deputy director of the
National Science Foundation.
Schuchardt is president and
co-{)wner of the Carl Bajohr Co.
of Jonesboro, Ark. A native of
St. Louis, he received his B. S.
degree
in
metallurgical
engineering from UMR in 1951.
He is a member of Pi Kappa
Alpha social fraternity. He
began his career with American
Steel Casting in St. Louis.
Schuchardt was St. Pat at
UMR in 1950 - 25 years ago.
One of his three sons, Gary, is a
UMR student in metallurgical
.engineering and is a guard in
this year's St. Pat's court.
Mrs. Lorey is a registered Xray technologist at the General
Leonard Wood Army Hospital
at Fort Leonard Wood and the
wife of Dr. G. Edwin Lorey ,
dean of extension at UMR. She
has a B. A. degree in history
from the New Jersey College for
Women and is the mother of two
daughters and two sons.
Because of the demands of her
new career, Mrs. Lorey
resigned as social adviser to the
St. Pat's Board this year. She
had held the position for the
past seven years. As social

adviser, she helped the board
plan and execute all 'social and
cere monial occasions taking
place during the annual St.
Pat's celebrations.
Mrs . Lorey is the first woman
to be named an Honorary
Knight of St. Patrick.
Barnes is mayor of the city of
Rolla .
He
served two terms on the Rolla
City Council. He was elected
mayor in 1973 to fill an unexpired term and was then reelected for a four-year term in
1974.
Barnes is president of the
Missouri Baptist Children's
Home, Bridgeton, Bpard of
Managers and has served on
that board for 18 years. He is
past president of the Rolla
Rotary Club, a member of the
Legislative Committee of the
Missouri Municipal League and
vice-chairman of the Meramec
Regional Planning Commission.
The honorary knights will be
honored at a dinner at the
Manor Inn Friday evening.
Mter kissing the blarney stone
and being dubbed knights at
ceremonies later that evening,
they will hold places of honor in
the annual St. Pat's parade
Saturday morning, March 15.

new 'one way

St_ Pat and his court made many
appearances this week preparing the
campus and the city for the upcoming
celebration.
Pictured
are:
foreground; Bud Scheer, St. Pat,
kneeling, from left, Stan La Follette,
herald; Daryl Tucker, page; Jack

Governor Bond to
be Honorary St. Pat
Missouri
Governor
Christopher S. Bond will be
Honorary St. Pat during the St.
Pat celebrations at the
University of Missouri-Rolla
Friday and Saturday, March 1415.

incorporate crowning of the
Queen of Love and Beauty and
dubbing of the Honorary
Knights of St. Patrick. He will
also have a prominent place in
the annual St. Pat's parade
Saturday morning, March 15.
A
sixth
generation
Missourian, Governor Bond was
born in St. Louis and grew up in
Mexico. He received his
bachelors degree from Princeton UniverSity in 1960 and his
law degree from the University
of Virginia in 1963.
After practicing law in
Georgia and Washington, D.C_,
he returned to Missouri and set
up a private law practice in
Mexico in 1967. During that year
he was married to Carolyn Reid
of Lexington, Ky.

He will be the third recipient
of the honor in the 67-year
history of the celebrations .
Senator Stuart Symington was
made Honorary St. Pat in 1971
and Senator Thomas Eagleton
received the honor in 1973.
Governor Bond will be . installed as Honorary St. Pat in
ceremonies beginning at 9 p.m.,
Friday, March 14 at the UMR
Multi-Purpose building. He will
reign, with the UMR student st.
Pat, over ceremonies which

streets

proposed

At the Rolla City Council
Meeting on Monday, March 10th
an ordinance was read for the
first time (the second and third
readings will be next month )
that would create two new oneway streets. Both of these
changes will affect the students.
State St. will go south from 11th
to 6th, while Park St. will go
north from 6th to 11th. The
reason only the first reading
was allowed t!'lis month was to
give residents in the affected
The committee lOOking into
area. a chance to respond. If you
have feelings on this proposed the New Intramural Fields
change on way or the other. feel would like to bring you up to
free to call city hall and express date on what's developed in the
your opinion. If no one says past few months.
The plans and blueprints for
anything , this will probably be
passed at the next meeting. If the fields have all been designed
there are any questions con- and finalized. The area for the
'Cerning this change, contact fields is across from AEPi on
Marvin Borgmeyer at 364-8936. Fraternity Row. As designed,
the area would encompass 2
football fields and 2 softball
diamonds. There would also be
room for a regulation soccer
a~d rugby field. The lights for
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; -
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Bond served as assistant
attorney general for Missouri
from 1969 to June of 1970 when
he resigned to run for state
auditor and was elected to that
post in November. He was
elected governor of Missouri in
November of 1972.
Christopher (Kit) Bond was
inaugurated as the 47th
governor of Missouri on
January 8, 1973, when he was 33
years of age. He was the
youngest governor in the nation
at the time, and the youngest
governor in the history of
Missouri. He is the ninth
Republican elected governor .
His victory marked the first
election of a Republican
governor of Missouri since 1940.

Students Push for Intramural Fields
the fields would be twice as
good as the existing ones on the
present intramural fields.
It is evident that the students
are definitely behind the construction of the new fields. The
student's response to the
peititons last December was
very favorable. Also, the
Student Council has given its
formal endorsement for the
fields.
The big hangup right now is
money, but the prospec~s look
g~~: The new fields are on the

the missouri miner

Dan Shelledy (364-9792)
Marvin Borgmeyer (364-8936)
Ron Rembold (364-2626)
Dennis Rackers (364-9792)
Richard Markey (364-9769)
Bob Born (364-9885)
Mick Gilliam (364-9783)
Art Slevenson (341-4971j
Dr . Curr Adams
Pegge Farrar

Ginnever, page; standing from left
are Marty Henson, trumpeter; Bill
Hawn, guard; Don ·Proehl, guard;
Mick Gilliam, master guard; Tom
Joyce, master guard; Steve
Schaffer, guard; Gary Schucardt,.
guard.
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As it looks now, the prospects
that we'll get the new fields are
very good. We have the backing
of the students and also of the
administration so it looks like
that in the near future we will
have our new intramural fields .

- .,

"
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Chancellor's
0-3
year
development plans. Right now
we're working with the
Development
Office
in
acquiring the needed money.
Money is being sought from
individuals and corporations.
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Tenure Clarified
by S. D. RUCKER
The
word
"tenure "
sometimes seems shrouded in
mystical misunderstanding
around this institution. Students
often hear the phrase "Has he
got tenure?" when someone is
speaking about a professor they
know or have for a class. Talk to
the academic employees here
and you'll often get the feeling
that " tenure" is a very touchy
subject, expecially for a student
to be speaking of. In light of
these conditions, and because of
proddings from certain people,
I decided to go have a talk with
Dr . James Pogue, the Dean of
faculties and chairman of the
tenure committee. The result
was that I found out tenure
policy and promotion were not
so nebulous and subjective as
one might think.
"Tenure" is defined as the
status granted by the University to an academic employee
which precludes dismissal
without reason. The · means
whereby one is elevated to such
status at our institution is set
forth in a pamphlet entitled
Ten u r e
, , A cad e m i c
Regulations-University of
Missouri. " Dr. Pogue points-out
that this book is only a set of
guidelines with certain criteria
which all faculty must meet in

(a little ...maybe)

order to be eligible for tenure. It economic limitations, but I feel
is what the "Promotion and that we will be as extensive and
Tenure Committee" use as a objective as possible in our
basis for their evaluations. The evaluations ." After the group
Promotion and Tenure Com- decides who will be acceptable
mittee should not be confused 'for tenure, the decision
with the Tenure committee becomes a University-wide one .
which evaluates present status Dr. Pogue says that any
of tenured faculty and taKes any tenure policy must meet the
measures deemed advisable changing needs of the school
such as displinary action a~ and have flexibility within
happened last year with a fiscal limitations . "We try to
Physics professor.
a,!Old settmg quotas-such as
An important point to havmg 75 per cent of the faculty
remember about the granting of tenured, for then what do you do
tenure IS that our system IS if you get a few new, truly
really httle different than most outstanding mdivl duals and no
other groups, whether they be placesto put them? However , It
private mdustry, governmental IS desrrable for some of the
agencies, other universities, faculty to remam untenured,. m
etc. The tendency is always, of case the fmanclal situatIOn
course, to grant the senior becomes so crucial tha t
members and most outstanding dismissals are necessary. We
members of a discipline the are witnessing this now in many
maximum amount of job schools across the nation." The
security. Deciding just who is untenured, rather readily
accepted for promotion or disposable instructors are often
tenure, or when they should be non-Ph.D.'s hired on a yearly
so advanced is always a basis to teach lower level
problem no matter where ali courses.
individual goes.
When asked whether he
Dr. Pogue feels that this year 's personally thought the tenure
tenure considerations are policy at UMR served the needs
going more l?moothly than ever. that he stated it should, Dr.
"Subjective, personal opinions Pogue made a very wise though
are unavoidable, and .of course,
there are always practical

Rich Markey and Jim Kettinger found lust the thing to
protect t hemselves from the unpredictable Rolla
wea t her. They are shown wearing stocking caps made
by participants and friends of the Rolla Senior Center.
The hats, which come with a removable shamrock,
are now on sale at Kenmarks for $2.25.
Photo
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The History of
St. Pat's at UMR
(Story by RON)

Bud Scheer, St. Pat,s Board President and reigning St.
Pat.

Airline Tickets
(For Interview Trips)

Information-Tickets-Reservations
Rolla Travel Center
364-8797

St. Pat's at UMR really had
its beginnings in 1907, for that is
when the whole idea really
hatched.
The University of Missouri at
Columbia was celebrating its
fourth St. Pat's Day festival.
They extended an invitation to
the Missouri School of Mines
to send a representative to
Columbia for the holiday:
The Miners thought it was
such a good idea that they
decided to celebrate their own
St. Pat's. On March 16, 1908,
under cover of darkness a group
of students began decorating
the exterior of Norwood Hall of
the coming of the Saint.
They were forced to creep
around in the dark because the
faculty was opposed to the idea
of the celebration since its inception. In fact they were unwilling to declare a holiday on
March 17. Somehow the school
united, and all joined in on the
mass walkout.
Every student cut his classes
on March 17, 1908, to go down to
old Frisco station and await the
arrival of the Patron Saint of
Engineers, St. Patrick. And
arrive he did - clad in the now

famous bishop 's mitre, green
robes, and sandals. With beard
flOWing, ' George Menefee
delivered the first St. Pat's day
speech.
This first celebration was a
modest one to say the least. It
was more of a prank on the part
of the student body than the
begin.ning of a tradition. None of
them could have possibly
guessed that out of their humble
attempt to honor St. Patrick
would develop a celebration to
equal the proportions of our
modern day St. Pat's.
However, things mushroomed
after that first year. By the
following year a new twist was
added to the day's events. St.
Pat discovered the fabled
Blarney Stone. This stone has a
Upon contact with the stone the
strangers, too, experienced the
phenomenon of the loss of
control over their vocal chords.
They began spewing forth all
sorts of blarney. It wasn't very
long before every man, woma'n
and child had heard the fantastic tales of the blarney stone.
Soon the whole world knew of
the curious Irish stone.
As so often is the case with

Newer Math.
If you're a sophomore it's not too late to enroll in Army ROTC.
Under the Two-Year Program you can attend a six-week Basic Camp
next summer, take ROTC in your junior and senior years,and receive
a commission along with your diploma. In other words, complete a
four-year course in just two years! And if you're a veteran you don't
even have to attend the six-week Basic Camp!
Army ROTC will also pay you $100 a month while you're In
school (for you vets, that's in addition to your GI Bill) to spend as
you wish.
Ar~y ROTC has a lot more to offer, too. For more information call
or write: Major Har;is Flanagin
Army ROTC Department
University of Missouri-Rolla
Rolla, Missouri 65401
Phone: 341-4741

@ArmyROTC
The more you look at
it, the better it looks.

such pricelss, national objects
the blarney stone suddenly
disappeared in 1909. This was no
small mystery. Everyone was
thoroughly baffled and confused. The gentle, mildmannered people of Erin were
up in arms. The Scotland Yard
was called in to investigate the
case, which just goes to show
how desperate the Irish were.
And where should the blarney
stone be discovered? Tucked
away in some little niche high in
the Himalayas in that land of
mystery, Tibet? At the bottom
of the Dead Sea in the very
cradle of civilization, Jordan?
Or perhaps hidden beneath the
earth's crust in the majestical
beauty of some secret cavern?
No? Would you believe in front
of a pool hall in downtown Rolla,
Missouri? Fate had sent the
elusive blarney stone to the
Miners at MSM. By a coincidence (or was it really just a
coincidence?) it was discovered
there on March 17,1909, by none
other than St. Patrick himself.
Every year the blarney stone
disappears, and every year the
great saint located it. Using all
of his skills as an engineer St.
Pat constructs a transit out of
whiskey bottle and a forked
stick. With this crude instrument he miraculously finds
the stone every year.
Another tradition that is
observed during St. Pat's is the
carrying of shillelaghs by the
freshmen. 1910 marks the
beginning of this custom. Then,
as now, the freshmen were
duty-bound to make the campus
safe for tl1e hallowed presence
of our patron saint. It was
thought St. Patrick and his
. followers originally used
shillelaghs to rid the emerald
isle of snakes. However, this
was not the case.
It seems that reports of
snakes , better known as
sightings of U. C. 0., Le.,
unidentified crawling object,
were observed most often
during holidays , on festival
days, at Irish wakes, and in or
near every local pub. The
descriptions of the snakes
varied considerably. For in
stance, the shape was described
by some to be streamlined or
hotdog shaped, while others
maintained that the snakes
were almost balloon shaped.
The color of the eyes was
described as green by some,
while some insisted that one be
flashed bright red and the other
eye sparkled brilliant blue. The
color of the body ranged from a
silvery hue to an irridescent
purple, Some observers went so
far as to state they saw little
green men coming out of the
snakes, naturally St. Patrick,
being a conservative engineer,
was just a bit skeptical. At a
time when the sightings were at
an all-time high (and so were
the Irish) St. Patrick was invited to join a group of the more
civic-minded sons of Erin and to
discuss the current snake issue.
Naturally the government had
been trying to hush up the entire
issues, so it was up to the
citizens to cope with the
problem. st. Patrick lived with
the citizens one night. The meal
consisted of a barrel of whiskey,
a leg- of lamb and two dogs.
Don't be alarmed. The dogs
were merely used to eat the leg
of lamb . As the evening
pregressed 5t. Patrick began to
realize the severity of the issue
Continued on P age 9
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Sola, Heated Home
Being Co~st,ucted by
UMR Research Team
Bringing the cost of solar
home construction down to the
price range of the ordinary
Missouri homebuilder is the
goal of a developing research
project at the University of
Missouri-Rolla.
A group of scientists and
engineers have begun work on a
series of studies which will look
for more economical ways of
using solar energy and more
effective use of all energy in the
home.
"Many people have the
mistaken idea that a solar house
would not be practical for this
area," says Dr. Joseph Zung,
UMR professor who is
spokesman for the group.
"Actually, all that is needed for
hea ting by solar energy is one
sunny day out of four or five.
You would also need an
auxiliary heater, but solar
energy could take care of most
ot the reqUIrements for heating
the house and hot water even in
the coldest weather."
In solar-heated homes, solar
energy is usually collected by
absorption of the sun's heat on
rooftop metal panels . A continous flow of water is warmed
by the heated panels and piped
to the basement where the heat
is stored in water, rock or
chemical media. The UMR
research will look into all

phases of the collection and
storage process to learn such
things as : The best kind of
metal for the collector, the best
angle of inclination for the roof,
how much water should run
across the collector and how
fast, what type of material is
best for storage. All tests will be
done with the Missouri area in
mind and with an eye to cutting
costs.
The other half of the project
will be concerned with learning
how heat is lost in the home,
perfecting means of preventing
this heat loss and using heat
that is ordinarily wasted.
"Cutting out energy waste is
really the first step in building a
solar house," Dr. Zung says.
"And to save energy, we must
look at almost everything in the
house. For example, we lose
much of the heat from our
furnaces by running heat ducts
through uninsulated areas . And,
paradoxically, fireplaces are
energy wasters because more
heat from the room usually goes
up the chimney than the
fireplace contributes ."
Factors to be studied by the .
panel include the location and
orientation of the house, the
orientation of rooms, placement
of appliances, type and
thickness of insulation. They
will also consider recycling all

Happy St. Pat'
Flowers

by Larry
Business 1-44 West
364-8181

P.O. Box 65
Rolla, Missouri
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Theta Tau is shown here building the props for the Annual Casino Night which was held
yesterday evening. Once again the Miners showed their gambling compulsion-a large
and fun-Iovjng crowd made the event another huge success this year.
Photo by Burford

tips, many of which can be
applied to new construction of
conventional homes or existing
homes. He estimates that up to
50 per cent of energy
requirements can be saved by
following
these
recommendations:
Siting:
-Build your house on the
sunny side of a hill , tucked into
the hill if possible.
-Keep all surrounding trees,
especially on the north and west
sides.
-Face short walls to the
north, preferably without any
windows . Face south or southwest all rooms used for day
living, such as living room,
family room and kitchen. Face
bedrooms east.
House Design :
-Two story, rectangular or
square in shape.
- Living areas open to a large
expanse, with windows facing

heat normally wasted in a
house - from
washing
machines , dryers,
refrigerators, fireplaces and
even from septic tanks.
The group plans to have
faculty members and students
from almost all engineering and
science fields involved in a
widespread investigation of all
phases of constructing na
heating a home and of solar
energy utilization. Eventually
they expect to come up with
plans for model solar homes at
about the same cost as conventional homes.
Dr. Zung is convinced that the
solar house can be a reality in
Missouri in less than a decade.
"But solar energy won't work
unless the house is constructed
to reduce heat loss," he says.
He has been doing research on
solar ' homes for several years
and has developed and put to
use a number of energy saving

Miller Paint & Glass & Frame Shop
Custom Picture Framing
Auto Glass-Window & Plate Glass
412 Hwy. 63 S.
Rolla, Mo. '
364-3152
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NICHOLS INDIAN ARTS
Presents
An Authentic Indian
Jewelry Art Showing

COME AND SNATCH some
great entertainment as IWC
does it again, over St. Pat's.
Keep your ears open for time
and place.

FIRST NAME IN

Come in for your Levi's-the
name you know.
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~ WESTERN WEAR

Look great in Levi's western
wear. Authentic jeans and
jackets and the latest In
contemporary flares.

FRIDAY, MARCH 14th
and
SATURDAY, MARCH 15lh

south.
Materials :
-Use double layer vapor
barrier.
-Use lO-inch fiberglass insulation on ceiling, four or sixinch exterior wall insulation.
- Five-eighths inch plywood
siding is preferable to any other
exterior siding materials
(brick, stone, aluminum, vinyl
etc.) .
Appliances:
-Place air conditioner
condensers on north or east
sides of house.
-Use heat from fireplaces to
heat all rooms in the house and
use glass firescreens on all
fireplace openings.
-Place stove, washer, dryer
away from exterior doors and
walls.
-Do
not
place
the
refrigerator near a heat
register or in direct sunlight.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

FOR MEN

Rolla Missouri
801 Pine

Rolla, Mo.
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St. Pat's Concert

Ride With the
James Gang!
The 1975 St. Pat's concert will cert SUB has reduced the
be The James Gang. The seating limit and once the limit
concert will start Saturday is reached there will be no more
night March 15, 1975 at 7:30 in ticket sales.
the Multi-Purpose building.
There will be a warm-up band,
Thanks to the St. Pat's Board
to ,-.be announced later, money donation ticket prices
preceding The James Gang in will be only $1.00 with 4 per LD.
General Admission tickets will
the SUB concert.
only be sold if student demand
Another large crowd is ex- is not high ; they will be $3.00.
pected by SUB members for the Student ticket sales will start
concert. However to avoid the Wednesday, March 5, with the
overcrowding problems suf- general admission sales to start
fered at the last st. Pat's con- the 12th, if necessary.

, POPS Concert'
a Great Success
by Michelle Robeson and S. D. Rucker
UMR's Concert Band, conducted by Dr. David L. Oakley,
and the Jazz Ensemble, conducted by Mr. Jack Lyman,
presented a "Pops Concert"
last ev.ening to a surprisingly
large audience. The theme of
the evening was Jaz~, emphasizing the works of Duke
Ellington.
The Concert Band featured
solos by Mona Day (fIoutist),
and
Randy Noon
(alto
saxophonist). Robert Freeman
on trombone and Stuart
Williams on baritone saxophone
were featured in the Jazz
Ensemble. Most of the trumpet
solo parts were expertly rendered by Mike Mochel'.
The Concert Band's program
depicted the varying aspects of
the origins of Jazz. Jazz is
purely an American form oj
music. One might call it the
"American Blend", which the
Band's repertoire demonstrated effectively. Starting
with a medley of American folk
tunes and proceeding to
Wiggins' "Ballet for Jazz" , the
Band jumped into a full-fledged
modern jazz review, with
"Ellington Portrait" and the
familiar "Take Five", thus
showing the evolutionary
nature of the jazz ferm. The
Concert Band has shown steady
improvement over the past few
years and Tuesday evening was
the best perfomance these
writers have ever heard by
them.
The Jazz Ensemble continued
the tribute to Duke Ellington,
rendering several of his famous
hits. The Jazz Ensemble has
also shown great improvement
in the last two years. This has
been due to a special combination of talent and the vast
experience of Jack Lyman.
UMR has great musical
. opportunities whether you want
to partiCipate or just listen. 'I'he
receptive audience Tuesday
was extremely encouragmg,
and, indeed , the future of
musical
activities
looks
brighter than ever. Remember
that other activities that
necessitate music depend on the

UMR Music Department. A
very good example of this is the
upcoming Theatre Guild
presentation of "Kiss Me
Kate." If you are interested in
the cultural side of UMR,
especially the musical aspect,
stop by the Music Department
which is located in the Old Cafe
and see what is happening for
ne.xt year.

... for hand-clapin' foot-stompin' folks
The buzz of excitement that
permeates a concert hall during
a performance of the JAMES
GANG is not by chancerather, it's the result of years of
hard work.
According to drummer Jim
Fox who founded the Cleveland
based group seven years ago,
the JAMES GANG was
originally a bar band in the
college town of Kent, Ohio. As
they grew from juke-bOX tunes
to songs of their own writing,
their following increased
proportionately. "After our first
album, things really started to
move," ·says Fox. "We started
getting gigs up and down the
eas tern half of the country and
learning the meaning of the
word 'work'. Right around the

release of 'Rides Again ' (their
second LP) the WHO asked us
to tour Europe with them. We
learned from them the importance of showmanship.
People can hear your music on
a record but when they come to
see a live performance, you owe
them just that - a performance. We have fun on
stage. We not only play our
music as we like to play it, but
we give our audience a show.
That's what a concert ought to
be."
Evidently, a lot of people
agree. The group has played to
houses packed with handclapping, foot-stomping folks
halfway around the world.
Audiences identify with the
GANG's brand of music as it
reflects the quick-<:hange tempo

of today. People who don't
speak English still get the
message.
The group's fondness for
excitement through music,
combined with their individual
musicianship, has produced a
distinctive variety of sounds
that, together with their
showmanship
and
the
professiona !ism of practiced
entertainers, makes each
JAMES GANG concert a
dynamic
experience
for
audience and performer alike.
After the final curtain call is
taken, not only are the
musicians exhausted but their
fans as well.
With three gold albums and
tours of Europe and the Orient
under their collective belts, the
JAMES GANG is riding higher
than ever.

THE
CHALLENGER!
(at 7-oz.) ·
Introducing "Little Blue"-Pabst Blue Ribbon in a seven-ounce can. The beer
that challenges all others to taste as good. For over 130 years, America's first
premium beer has been brewed to bring you the quality difference you can
taste..:..-good old-time flavor. Get an eight-pack of Pabst Blue Ribbon in seven
ounce cans. Taste the challenger. You'll never go back to anything else .

Pabst. Since 1844. The quality has always come through.
CCOilyrllhl 1974 PASST BREWING COMPANY Milwaukee, WIS . Peoria Hellhls, III . Newark, N J • lo~ Anteles.C.a1c1 . Pabst, Geolall

Grellner Sales and Service
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Tuesday' night t he St. Pat' s Board held a "function"
with the knights-to-be. Ali ce will be waiting with open
arms beg in ning at 1:00 Saturday afternoon . This fine

Saturday afternoon, March
15, students representing 19
organizations at the University
of Missouri-Rolla will be dubbed
Knights of St. Pa tr ick in
ceremonies held at Jackling
Field.
According to tradition, St. Pat
is the patron saint of engineers.
At UMR, which stresses
engineering education, St. Pat's
day is an extended celebration
each year. Festivities include

STEVE PHILLIPS
phi kappa theta

,-

.

-

Phi Kappa Theta proudly
pre~ents Steven D. Phillips as
its 1975 St. Pat's Knight Candidate. Steve is a graduate in
Mechanical Engineering, and
during his stay here in Rolla he
has held several offices in the
house and on campus . Steve has
also taken an active interest in
various intramural sports. For
these reasons we feel that Steve
will be a fitting candida te to
have the honor of meeting Alice.

CRAIG
KORKOIAN
,sigma nu
This year Sigma Nu presents
Craig Sarkes Korkoian as our
St. Pat's Knight. "Sark" has
been very active in campus
organiza ti ons , ha ving been
editor of last year 's Rollamo
and mem ber of both Blue Key
and Theta Tau. For the house he
has been rush chairman, pledge
marshall and actively involved
in intramural spor ts. We feel
tha t this is a fitt ing honor for
Sark in this his graduating
semester.

S TEVE
SUELLENTROP
tau kappa epsilon
The mel!. of Tau Kappa
Epsilon have nominated Steve
Suellentrop as our candidate for
the St. Pat's Knighting
Ceremony of 1975. Steve is a
member of Theta Tau and a
varsity diver. After three years
on the UMR campus he will be
graduating this May with a B.S.
degr ee
in
Engineering
Management.

games, ceremonies , a city-wide
parade, dances and a concert.
One of the rites observed each
yea r is the initi a tion of
representative students into the
Order of St. Pat by dubbing
them knights .
Organiza ti ons on cam pus
elect a representative to receive
the honor - usually one of their
most active and loyal members .
While it is an honor to be named
a St. Pat's Knight , the
ceremonies are most informal.
Each new Knight gets dunked
in a vat of "green goo!"

BRUCE GANSNER
sigma phi epsilon
The brothers of Sigma Phi
EpSilon are proud to have Bruce
Gansner represent us as our
next St. Pat's Knight. Bruce, a
graduating senior in Chemical
E ngineering , is a member of
K.K., Tau Beta Pi , Omega Chi
Epsilon , S. U.B., Yea rbook
Staff, Blue Key, past Treasurer
of A.I. C. H.E. , and past VicePresident of our fraternity. His
four years a t Rolla were spent
as an active partiCipant in the
fraternity and as an ideal
brother.

DAVE WISCH
pi kappa alpha
The mem bers of Pi Kappa
Alpha proudly present as their
knight, David J . Wisch . As
president of Pi Kappa Alpha ,
Dave has been deSignated the
"General" as he leads his men
through great battles . As a
member of the foot ball team, he
was truly the knight in the
shining helmet as he saved the
day in the Li ncoln game. On
campus Dave has partiCipated
in many organizations a nd
speCial committees to develop
more programs and diversifications for the Miners. Being
named to Who's Who ' in
American
Colleges
and
Universities was only the
beginning of his honors which
are now extending to a more
prestigious spot pn campus, the
envied honor of being a knight
of St. Patrick. Yes, Dave, all the
members of PiKA are green
with envy for you and your
accomplishments.

group of gentlemen are being honored for previous
accomplishments done to and for their various
organizations.
Photo by Farley

BRAD SCOTT
lambda chi alpha

RICK VOYTAS
kappa alpha

The brothers of Kappa Alpha
The brothers of Lambda Chi
Alpha proudly present Brad are proud to see brother Rick
Scott as their candida te to be Voytas become knighted this St.
knighted in the green goo. Pat's 1975. Rick is a graduating
Dixie, as Brad is mor e senior majoring in mechanical
popularly known, has been very engineering. Rick is a mem ber
active at UMR during his three of the Ameri can SOCiety of
years here. He has served as M!!chanical Engineers, he is
Vice-President
of
IFC; also the president of the Society
Secretary and Vice-President of of Automotive Engineers. Rick
Theta Tau; Vice-President of is also very active in KA and is a
Circle K; and Pledge Trainer of past No. IV. Rick is one of your
Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity. perfect Joe College types,
Along with these offices Dixie is especially when it comes to the
also a member of Blue Key , M- clothes he wears and his over all
Club, APO and the varsity appearance. So, if you see
football team. Brad, a Life someone going into Alice with a
Scien ces -Pre- Veter i n ary tuxedo on you can bet it's Rick
. Medicine major enjoys golf, Voytas the clean cut all
canoeing and rodeoing in his American college boy .
spare Hme and summers. For
DA VE NOELKEN
all that he has done for our
fraternity and the campus, we
triangle
at Lambda Chi feel that nobody
is more deserving of this honor
The men of Tria ngle
than Dixie.
Fraternity are proud to announce the selection of David
BOB BECHERER Noelken as their St. Pat's knight
for 1975. Dave is a senior in
sigma tau gamma Mechanical Engineering who
has just completed a coop work
The men of Sigma Tau session with AI CO Controls
Gamma present to St. Pat, Corp. in St. Louis . He is
Robert Becherer, for their presently th e first Vice knighting candidate. He is a President of Triangle, in charge
graduating senior majoring in of rush. His past offi<:es inchide
chemical engineering. He is social chairman and house
a ctive in many campus manager. It is because of these .
orga nizations , Theta Tau , and other outstanding services
Alpha Phi Omega, and was last that we submitt Dave Noelken
semesters president of the IFC . as our knighting candidate.
Upon graduation he is planning
to marr y Miss Terry Keirn of St.
RAY
Loui s. He is presentl y inWINKELMANN
terviewing for a job in chemical
engineering.
beta sigma psi

ART LAMPE
acacia

The brothers of Beta Sigma
Psi are proud to present Ray
Winkelmann as their candidate
Art Lampe is truly deserving for the honor of St. Pat 's
of the honor of being knighted. Knighthood.
Kay, a senior Chemi ca l
Art has served two presidential
terms at AcaCia, and has also Engineer from St. Louis, is a
held the offices of steward, rush member of Theta Tau, past
chairman, and secretary. Art is president and treasurer of
an alumnus of the St. Pat's A.P.O. ; vice-president of Blue
Board and he has been in- Key, and is in this year's Who 's
strumental in many of Acacia's Who. He has also been
activities, providing leadership secretary and rush chairman of
and encouragement whenever Beta Sig , along with serving as
and wherever needed. The men Student Council rep and taking
of Acacia wish to express their an active role in intramural
most sincere gratitude to one football , basketball. and
helluva guy .
volleyball.

DAVID LYON
delta tau delta
David L. Lyon came to Rolla
in 1971 from Beech Creek,
Kentucky . His major is Mining
Engineering. In the fall of 1971 ,
he pledged Delta Tau Delta and
was soon voted best pledge.
Since then, Dave has become
very active in the house, holding
the offices of Rush Chairman
and President. He is no less
involved on campus, being a
mem ber of Circle K. Tau Beta
Pi Honorary Fraternity, and the
Society of Mihing Engineers . He
plans on graduating in July,
1975.

STEVE TIL LMA N

mma
The MRHA is pleased to
present their pr eSident, Steve
Tillman , as their candidate for
knighting this year. Steve has
been one of the most active
members of the dorms for the
past fi ve years. He has chaired
several dorm committees and is
presently the chairman of the
SUB Fine Arts committee .
Whenever there is a job to be
done, Steve is ready to tackle it.
In the past year, .as President,
Steve has introduced many
improvements into · MRHA .
Since knighthood and Rollamo
Queen are the only two positions
Steve has not held, it seems
appropriate that he meet Alice
in this , hopefully, his last year.

MARK
LOCHMANN
sigma pi
Mark Lochmann is Sigma
Pi 's St. Pat's knight-to-be. He is
originally from Creve Coeur, in
St. Louis .
Mark will be graduating with
in
a doubl e degree
E ngin ee ring Mecha ni cs and
Engineering Management. He
is married, works in the intramura l office and is . a
member of the Ameri ca n
Academy of Mecha nics. At one
time, Mark co-opped with
Container Corporatio n of
America for 1If.! years. Before
that he attended the United
States Coast Guard Academy.
He is fina lly ready to go out into
the world after taking the big
ptunge.
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The History of St. Pat's at UMR

DAVE LEWIS
theta xi
The men of Theta Xi are
proud to honor David R. Lewis
as St. Pat's Knight. Dave is a
past president of the fraternity ,
IFC rep. and APO officer. Dave
hopes to graduate in December
with a B.S. in Civil Engineering.

TONY HOLM
gdi
Tony Holm , GDI's St. Pat's
Knight has served as treasurer
of GDI for the past year. During
this time he has greatly improved the workings of GDI. By
keeping a strict record of all
expenses, he has been able to
figure our expenses down to the
last penny. This has allowed
GDI to function smoothly all
year.
Besides maintaining the
funds of GDI , he has actively
participated in all GDI functions. Tony richly deserves
being chosen as St. Pat's
Knight.

JACK GEVECKER
delta sigma phi
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We at Delta Sigma Phi ' feel
that Jack Gevecker is a worthy
knight of St. Pat. With his wide
recognitiion we're sure he'll be
a great hit.
Jack is presently Judicial
Board Chairman of the IFC. On
campus he is active in APO, MClub, Society of Petroleum
Engineers, and UMR football ,
being a 4-year letterman who
received
all
conference
honorable mention this past
semester. For the fra ternity
Jack has been pledgemaster
and sergeant of arms.

10 .

Engineer's Club is proud to
present Mr. John Crevling as
our st. Pat's knight.
He is a senior in Geological
Engineering with a 3.7 G.P.A.
and calls Kansas City, Mo.
home. He is a member of
G.D.I., Tau Beta Phi, Sigma
Tau Epsilon, AEG, ICC, Phi Eta
Sigma, and is currently
President of Engineer's ClUb.

RICHARD
MULLIN
pi kappa phi
For St. Pat's Knight , the
brothers of Pi Kappa Phi have
selected Richard Mullin. Rich is
a
senior
in
Electrical
Engineering who will graduate
in May. An active member of
UMR's IEEE chapter, Rich is a
member of Eta Kappa Nu, the
honorary fraternity for . EE's.
Rich is also an active member
of his fraternity, serving as
Secretary, Treasurer, and at
this present time, Archon. Rich
has been a definite asset to our
house and we will all miss him
next fall.
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Wednesday Luncheon
11 a.m.-2 p.m..
Friday 5 p.m.-10 p.m.
Saturday. 5 p.m.-10 p.m.
Sunday 11 a"".-·7 p. m.

CarrV-out Available
Country Style Smorgasbord
Aolla Hwy. 63 N. 364-2004
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Continued from Page 4
as he too began seeIng ever accorded the inestimable
snakes ... and pink elephants , privilege of being knighted.
and dinosaurs, and ...
legend all its own. It seems
Well, being a man of action St. that a construction crew
Patrick set out to find a solution unearthed the stone near
to the problell1. It didn 't take old Dublin, Ireland in 1907. When its
saint long to concoct a potion ' moss covering was scraped
which when induced into the away the men discovered the
bloodstream caused semi paralYSis of the thinking
faculties of the human mind. He
called this wonderful elixer
"pretty juice. " Thanks to St.
Patrick and his pretty juice obvious comment: "Well, as
Ireland has been free from the with about anything else, if it is
curse of the snakes ever since. administered right, it should."
Being the loyal sons of UMR He feels that though in the past
that the Miners have proven the tenure and promotion
themselves to be in the past, you situation has been less than
can be rest assured that they ideal , better administration
will put up a stiff (boy, will it be should result in more efficient
stiff) line of defense against the and objective tenure and-Qr
hordes of snakes that are promotion decisions in the
reported to attack the fair city future .
of Rolla this St. Pat's.
I\lthough St. Pat's is a I posed the idea to him that,
weekend of tradition there have after all, from a student's
certainly been deviations from viewpoint, a professor often
the traditions. For instance contributes much more to the
there was the time in 1966 when university by his a bility to teach
a particular candidate for the and his active involvement in
knighting ceremony failed to campus and departmental
make
his
appearance . affairs, than by doing some
However, with typical Miner obscure research. I'm not
ingenUity the Knights quickly putting down research, but
found a substitute. It seems that that 's not all a college professor
a hapless freshman was should have to offer. It
wearing the insignia .of the is easy to list a lot of research
organization which the absent one has done, not so easy to
candidate represented. As far assess what contributions have
as we know this was the first been made concerning student
and only time a freshman was motivation , departmental

inscription, but it as written in a
style unfamiliar to any of the
men . The foremen felt an
irresistable compulsion to
unlock the mystery of the coded
message, so he took the stone to
Dublin where he hoped the
archeologists could decipher

Tenure Clarified
Continued from Page 4
improvement, friendships , etc.
To me, all these factors should
weigh equally in determining a
faculty member 's promotion or
receival of tenure.
Dr. Pogue said he couldn't
agree more, and that the tendency toward this attitude was
much stronger now than ever in
the past. He is still new at the
job, having taken over the
position of Dean of Faculties
last year. With his liberal attitudes, and with the changing
attitude of the tenure committee, UMR may hopefully be ,
in'for a new era of tenure policy.
I hope, at least, that this article
has made the word "tenure" a
little less of a vaguery and
perhaps even provided a little
encoura~ment ~r some,:.
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.ne meaning of the symbols .
Along the way to Dublin he
met many travelers . Upon
meeting a traveler he was
overcome by an eerie sensation
and he experienced an overwhelming desire to relate a tale
about the weird stone. As he
began to speak to a stranger on
the road the words veritably
surged out of his mouth and he
was powerless to control his
own tongue. The unearthly
power of the blarney stone had
rendered him helpless. He told
each stranger he met a different
and increaSingly more amazing
story than the last. Each
stranger, in turn, expressed a
s_trong desire to touch the stone.

and
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Restaurant & Cocktail Lounge

FIRST STATE BANK
SEVENTH ANO PINE· ROLLA . M I SSOURI e5401
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F.D.l.C.

•

For Reservations

364-8720
Hwy. 63 South

Rolla, Mo.
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Looking Back
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our man hoppe

.Two Cars in Every Garage
Treasury Secretary William
Simon is urging Congress to
gi ve more tax cuts to the rich
rather than the poor.

cart in supermarkets with wide
aisl es ,"
she
says
enthusia stically . " The only
trouble is it takes $63.12 just to
fill up the driver's seat. "

The 'rich, he explains , will
patriotically stimulate the
economy by spending the
money on worthwhile things
like automobiles. But the poor,
he says sadly, would only fritter
it away on "non-durable
goods"-Iike food .
The Government is perfectly
correct in encouraging us to buy
more new automobiles to
combat the recession . The
Government is also perfectly
correct in encouraging us not to
drive our new automobiles in
Qrder to combat the energy
crisis which caused the
recession.
If we must buy new
automobiles and not drive
them, what the country obviously needs most at the
moment are new uses for the
automobile . Fortunately , a
goodly number of concerned
citizens a re tackling the
problem with old-fashioned
Yankee ingenuity.

by BOB BOR N

sidewalk
flower
stands ,
backyard planters or mere
status symbols to lovingly wash
and polish, let us turn to mass
solutions.
Take
Herman
Thalmus, proprietor of Herm's
Drive-In Movies in Tallahasee,
Maine. He is now offering
permanent.,
year-;lround
parking for those who enjoy an
invigorating stroll to their local
drive-in theater.

The editors of Popular Outdoorsman, on the other hand,
have a fascinating article in the
current issue entitled, " A
Durable Two-Bedroom Summer
Home Any Handyman Can Put
Together ." The illustration
depicts two Buick Century
There are some,
un station wagons parked side by fortunately, who would take
side with four of their eight advantage of the situa lion. A
doors removed.
case in point is that of Fred
Frisbee of Oakland, Nev. , who
Equally helpful is a piece in has been inviting unsuspecting
House and Patio , " A Simple young ladies to attend drive-in
Greenhouse for Your Budding movies in his new Lincoln
Plants ." The author recom- Continental- which is up on
mends a Chevrolet Impala with blocks in his garage.
"But who," as Frisbee says ,
a sun roof.
" watches the movie anyway?"
So even from this brief
In Hamtrack, N.H., Kermit sampling it is clear that
(Tiger ) Cyznewski is setting an patriotic well-off citizens ,
example for physical culturists employing traditional
pvervwhere . "I started out American know-hOW, will solve
pushing my Pinto to the corner the problem the Government·
.
and back," he said, f1exin~ his has set for us.
biceps. " I kept trading up and
today I can shove this 5,300As for the poor- and we can
Mrs . H. J . Parslee of pound Cadillac fleetwood clean be sure Mr. Simon would concur
Bronxville, S. D., for example, ar ound the block without heartily- let them eat television
had her American Motors stopping. Like Cadillac says, it sets .
dealer remove the top of her sets 'An American Standard for
.new '75 Gremlin and install a the World .' "
chromium handle above the
rear bumper.
Passing over those who have
" It makes a great shopping converted their new cars to

Masquerade Ball and the SemiFormal Dance Fri day and
50 Years Ago
Saturday night of St. Pat's. .
St. Pat's 1925
Thank-a you Boys. And now
The Electrical Engineering for our next a-number ...
Department purchased a 20
A sports feature in the Miner
watt transmitting set for ex- 50 years ago and spotted MSM's
perimental purposes. The set intramural set up as one of the
could reach Chicago by key best in the nation. Intramural
and Sl. Louis by voice - 'under records ran surprisingly close
good conditions. But because to those on the varsity level.
the school had not yet received
Need gaSOline for that long
a license, it was doubtful that trip home after St. Pat's? Go to
music would be broadcasted "Perry's Cresent". Regular
for Sl. Pat's.
sold for 17.9 c and Ethyl sold for
The St. Pat's Parade was 18.9 c per gallon. Ethyl sure was
being held at 9:00 a.m. and the cheap back in the old days
Junior class offered a $10 prize wasn't she.
for the best decorated car in the
10 Years Ago
parade.
The St. Pat's Junior Prom
St. Pat's 1965
was held Saturday evening at
.10:00 and prizes were being
Clyde Vandivort from Cape
offered for the following:
Girardeau, Missouri and a
$5 to the shiekiest looking member of Pi Kappa Alpha
man
Fraternity ruled as Sl. Patrick,
the patron saint of engineers.
$5 to the keenest girl
Participation in the St. Pat's
and $5 to the hottest faculty
member.
celebration was evident 10
years back. There were 14 floats
25 Years Ago
in the parade, 20 queen contestants, and 24 St. Pat's
St. Pat's 1950
Knights.
The UMR cagers finished the
Sl. Pat's Queen of Love and
Beauty was elected in early season out with a blazing .500
February rather than during record.
Entertainment Friday night
ttie St. Pat's Celebration. Her
of St. Pat's, the Kingsmen
name - Marilee Drake.
entertained an enthusiastic
And a one-a and a two-a ...
Lawrence Welk and his UMR crowd and the Coronation
Champagne Music will en- Ball rocked with the music of
tertain ,guests
at
the Johnny and the Hurricanes.
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Decorated Cakes
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5 AM to 8 PM' Mon.-Sat.
7 AM to 8 PM Sunday
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Stag
when you want to chase
a beer with a beer.
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CUDGEL, noWl; a short thick
stick or club . To Noah Webster
at least, a cudgel is a very
simple object. It is evident that
Mr. Webster doesn't know what
he's defining, or he has never
been to the University of
Missouri-Rolla around the
middle of March, because here
a cudgel is no simple matter.
The cudgel is almost as much a
source of last minute madness
and midnight construction as is
the St. Pat's float to many
organizations. Each year St.
Pat views bigger, better and
more of these large carvings.
The cudgel we know today
evolved form the long curved

staff carried by shepherds since
before Christ. The original St.
Patrick used such a staff
(called a Shillelagh), to drive
the snakes from Ireland long
ago. When St. Pat's was first
celebrated at Rolla, participants were given large
sticks to drive snakes from
Rolla and vicinity. Later, of
course,
Freshmen
were
deli gated this honor. Shillelaghs
became larger and larger and
soon the term "shillelagh" was
literally out grown and the large
sticks became known as
cudgels.
.

spurred most of the growth of
the big club and has turned the
theme from snake-killer to a
finely carved, gai:lgeted, work
of art. Cudgels are traditionally
adorned with the words "St.
Pat's" and the year on one side,
and the fraternity letters and
crest on the flip side. And of
course there are "additions".
Since the size of the cudgel has
JUSt aOOut been .determined. by
the "carry rule, more and more
be. 6ig's winning cudgel
innovations have been fitted
into the tree. Beer taps made and some shots from previous
their debut in the last couple of
years, but the newest is yet to be
- tomorrow afternoon at
The cudgel contest has seen
Lions Club Park!

cudgels

.... • •••

ished !he

g .500
At Beta Sigma Psi, last year's
winner of the cudgel competition , the freshmen are
responsible for making a
~udgel. This year's entry, like
last year, is a hollowed cedar
tree, weighing about three
hundred pounds. The tree was
dug out in early November and
has been under the blade since
the beginning of this semester.
As a novelty, a tapper has been
installed , and also another
additon which has been
classified as secret and will not
be disclosed until the judging
takes place. Hollowing. the
cudgel proved the most difficult
for the Beta Sigs'. They hope to
develop a better method for this
task next year.

Phi Kappa Theta,' who placed
third in last year's contest, will
be entering a three hundred
pound pine cudgel. There again
the freshmen are responsible
for making the stick. It took
almost a full week in midFebruary to get the tree out of
t~e ground and back home. i~~
flrushed cudgel ~lll be div
10 half length WIse (.except the
root section) and will o~n. to
reveal complete bar facilities.

Sigma Tau Gamma has been
the past leader in cudgel
competition and is offering
strong competition to all other
contenders this year. Sig Taus'
tree is traditionally the bigges.t ,
usually weighing in at around
four hundred and fifty pounds,
and this year does not seem to
be an exception. The cudgel is
hollowed oak, carved as most
cudgels are, with a router and
hand chisels. The Freshmen
had the tree out of the ground
before Thanksgiving and are
the principle workers on it,
althdugh the man in charge is a
senior and many other house
members help out. It has been
estimated at Sig Tau that five
hundred rpan hours go into the
production of a finished cudgel.
The finish will be stain, varnish
and paint.
A new item to the cudgel this
year will be what can only be
described as a shrine to St. Pat
in the side of the cudgel. A
statue of St. Pat has been fitted
into the tree, complete with an
abundan t interior lighting
system and self-contained
power source. Below St. Pat will
lie a three foot long Boa Constrictor peering out through a
curved plate glass enclosure. At
the butt of the cudgel is painted
the seal of the University of
Missouri. About the only
problem the Sig Taus' have had
was getting the tree out of the
ground near St.·James and into
Rolla.

At Kappa Alpha, freshmen
bring in the tree and the entire
house makes it into a finished
cudgel. KA was absent from
last year 's competition due to a
tree that was too large to carry,
but they should prove to be
strong contenders this year with
The brothers of Pi Kappa their two hundred and fifty
Alpha will also present a pound sycamore entry. The tree
hollowed cedar tree to St. Pat was brought in the first of
for judging. Pikers have a FebruaF?' and has been 1D
relatively large work force of productIOn ever SInce . The
twenty-three freshmen to cudg~l was hollowed by a
produce their cudgel. The cedar burrung and choppmg process l't:IC::~"'<:"'"-':::-""':::-O:::7"T"--:T7-?71
stick is actually the second one and will be completed. with a
that Pikers have worked on this tapper and bar combmation.
year, the first being of oak and
If it's electronic
too heavy to carry. They have
... we can rep.air it
been slightly rushed on the
present log, but have manal!ed
about two weeks of labor. Their
tree was dug out of the ground
the first of March and since it
was a dying tree they have not
702 North Bishop
had much trouble with cracks 10
it due to drying. The two hunAutomotive Parts
dred and fifty pound cudgel will
807 Rolla St.
and Supplies
be farnished with a coat of

ROLLA
AUTOMOTIVE
SUPPLY

341-2330

Ra'nco Inc.
Electronic
Laboratories
364-4332

TOP HAT
LOUNGE
Miners Hapg-Out
Mi~helob & Bottle Beer

Above ABC Bowling Lane
Downtown Rolla
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St. P at's Queens

\,

The men of the MSM Chpater of
Acacia Fraternity are proud to announce their St. Pat's Queen candidate
for 1975, Miss Brenda Jean Smith.
Brenda is a 135 pound, brown eyed, 5'8"
brunette and lives in Drexel, Missouri.
She is presently a senior at Drexel High
School and plans to attend William
Jewell College in' Liberty, Missouri,
n,ext fall .
Brenda has been on ' the honor roll
throughout high school. She has participated on the Girl 's Basketball team
and worked on the school's yearly
publication the last two years. Her
other interests include sewing,
swimming, and reading poetry .
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LUCIA GA LLO
tech club

MARIL YN WEINTZ
lambda chi alpha

Tech Club is proud to present Miss
Lucia Gallo as our candidate for St:
Pat's Queen. Lucia is a 1973 graduate of
Cor Jesu High School and is presently a
sophomore at Maryville College in St.
Louis, She is on the Dean's List
majoring in Social Sciences, with a
minor in Elementary Education . Her
leisure time has been spent playing
softball, cycling and assisting at the
Judevine Center for Autistic Children.
We feel that Lucia's high academic
record, social concern and charming
personality well qualify her for this
honor.

The Brothers of Lambda Chi Alpha,
are proud to present their 1975 St. Pat's
Queen Candidate, Miss Marilyn Weintz.
Marilyn, a lovely 5'6" 18 year old
brunette,hailsfrom Christqpher ,illinois,
where she was voted "Most Popular
and Friendliest" by the 1974 graduating
class. She also was editor of the
yearbook and reigned as Homecoming
Queen her senior year.
.
Marilyn is currently a freshman at
Maryville College in St. Louis,
majoring in nusing. She plans to continue her education by speciillizing in
anetheseology.
She is an active sports enthusiast,
and takes and interest in all major
sports including · football, basketball,
karate, and horseback riding.
Considering how much she enjoys
party weekends here at U.MR, we feel
Marilyn would be an ideal choice for the
queen of love and beauty.

.~

BRENDA SMITH
acacUJ,
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I

~
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Alpha Iota chapter of Sigma Pi
Fraternity is proud to present Janice
Lochmann as our candidate for St.
Pat's Queen. Jan lives in Rolla after
putting in one year in UMR's
Psychology Department. Her time is
now filled with sewing, plenty of work
and limited travel. Sometime she may
get back in school, but now she is
content to represent . Sigma Pi during
St. Pat's 75. The brothers hope that her
long brown hair, infecti ous smile and
warm , affectionate personality will lift
her to the Queen's chair.
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Miss Rose Bamber has been elected
as Phi Kappa Theta's Queen of Love
and Beauty. The beautiful Miss
Bamber is presently employed as a
credit clerk for General Electric Credit
Corp. in St. Louis, while attending night
school at UMSL . Her plans include
acquiring a degree in special education,
a forthcoming wedding to brother Tom
Naeger, and a great St. Pat's Party
Weekend.
Rose has been an' avid participant in
the house functions for a long time and
we greatly antiCipate this opportunity
to honor her as our Queen Candidate.

CHERYL BERGT
delta sigma phi
The Brothers of Delta Sigma Phi are
proud to present Cheryl Bergt as their
candidate for the honored position of
the Queen of Love and Beauty . Cher is a
freshm an at the University of MissouriColumbia where she is majoring in
journalism. She graduated from
Lutheran High School South in 1974.
Cher's hobbies are those of nature.
She likes to go horseback riding and
camping whenever she can. In her
spare time she helps handicapped
children at a center in St. Louis. The
best of Irish luck goes to Cher from the
Brothers of Delta SIgma Phi.

JANICE /.,OCHMANN
s~ma pi
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The Brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha are
proud to present Miss Jean Schmeiderer as their choice for St. Pat's
Queen of Love and Beauty.
Jean is 5'10" tall, has brown hair and
brown eyes. She resides in Marissa,
Illinois, where she is employed as a
Dental Assistant-Receptionist for
Robert W. Redpath, D.D.S.
Jean 's hobbies c;onsist of swimming,
,skating, motorcycle riding and horseback riding . In 1973 she represented
Marissa in the Miss WHCO Pageant
and was selected as First Runner-Up
and "Miss Personality ."
. We feel that Jean would make an
excellent queen for the 1975 St. Pat's
Festivities. She will be escorted by
Brother Jim J~e .

LESLIE TOLLE
trian!!lp
The men of the Missouri Mines
chapter of Triangle Fraternity are
proud to present Miss Leslie Tolle as
their 1975 St. Pat's Queen candidate. A
sophomore at Central Missouri State,
Leslie is presently working towards a
degree in Psychology. Activity is the
name of the game for this striking,
green eyed, brunette. With politics her
main interest, she is active in AWA, a a
senator in SGA and a member of Delta
Zeta Sorority. Aside from schoolwork
her interests center around stage
dancing, horseback riding and tennis.
Miss Tolle hails from Weston, Misosuri.
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Love and Beauty
The members of WRHA have elected
James as their St. Pat's Queen
Candidate. Delores, a petite blond with
green eyes, is a senior majoring in
Petroleum Engineering at UMR where
she actively participates in the Society
of Women Engineers of which she is
chairperson of the SOCiety of Petroleum
Engineers; Pi Epsilon Tau, the
Petroleum Engineering Honorary; Phi
Kappa Theta Little Sisters, Women's
- Residence Hall Associaton, Student
Umon Board Hospitality Committee
and the Miner's Band for which she is
the feature twirler. Her four years at
UMR have been highlighted by being
chosen the 1971 Independent's Queen
and by bring appointed to Who's Who in .
American Colleges . and Universities.
WRHA is proud to hav!! nominated such
a worthy and deserVing candidate for
St. Pat's Queen as Delores.

Miss Marilyn K. Jett, daughte~ of Mr.
and Mrs. George Wilson of Washington,
MiSSOuri, has been selected by the
members of G.D.1. as their queen
candidate for St. Patrick's Party
Weekend at the University of Missouri
at Rolla. Marilyn, a sophomore
majoring in psychology at UMR., was
chosen from among the members of the
independent student organization at the
University.

Delo~es

fER

'Ia

DELORES JAMES
wrha

a Alpha are

PATRICIA YOUNGBLOOD
tau kappa epsilon
Patricia Youngblood, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. John Youngblood of St. Louis,
has been selected by the members of
Tau Kappa EpSilon fraternity to
represent them as their Queen candidate for St. Pat's. Miss Youngblood is
a 1973 graduate of Meremac Junior
College with an Associates Degree in
Dental Assisting and is currently
planning on going back for a degree in
Zoology. Pat is employed by General
American Life Insurance Co., as a
claims adjustor and in her spare time
enjoys bowling, painting, and outdoor
life in general.
The celebration of St. Pat's at the
University of Missouri-Rolla is as
traditional as apple pie and is in honor
of St. Patrick, the patro.n Saint of
Engineers. The highlight of the
weekend is the crowning of the Queen
for St. Pat's of 1975, and, with this in
mind the members of TKE proudly
present, Mi,s s Patricia Youngblood.
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The men of Sigma Phi Epsilon are
proud to have Miss Connie Ripper as
their 1975 St. Pat's Queen candidate.
Connie, a 20 year old graduate of
Bradford Business SchOOl, is a
secretary for a St. Louis Insurance
firm.
She looks forward to the summer
months as she enjoys swimming, water
skiipg, and tennis.
Connie has graced the Sigma Phi
Epsilon house for the past year and a
half and will make a fine candidate for
St. Pat's Queen.

MAR Y GARAFOLO
alpha epsilon pi

MARIL,YN JETT
gdi

The Men of Beta Sigma Psi
Fraternity proudly present Miss Suzie
Johnson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Ewell Johnson,' as their 1975 St.
Patrick's Queen candidate. Suzie, a
petite 5'4" blonde attends the
University of Missouri-Columbia and
majors in Elementary Education. She
is a 1974 graduate of Waynesville High
';;chool, where some of her activities
inCluded; ' cheerleading, drill team,
chOir, Student Council, G.A.A., F.H.A.,
Teen-Councilers, and Keyettes. Miss
Johnson is a member of Alpha Phi
sorority and is a Sigma Nu Little Sister.
She is involved in sorority activities,
and enjoys spectating and participating
in athletic competition. Horseback
riding , trials, dancing, singing ,
reading, and swimming are some of her
pasttimes. Suzie's vicacious and
gregariOUS personality makes her an
excellent choice for this years Queen of
Love and Beauty.

GAlL MAHNKEN
si{lma 1111
MITZI WHITE
kappa delta

CONNIE RIPPER
s~ma phi ppsi/on
~

This year the men of Alpha Epsilon Pi
wish to present Miss Mary Garafola as
their St. Pat's Queen candidate. Mary,
a native of Mton, Missouri is currently
a secretary for the Corps of EngineerS.
Her many interests include working
for Junior Achievement, athletics, and
mainly giving the men of Alpha Epsilon
Pi a hard time. We at AEPi feel that
this 5'5" , black haired, brown eyed
miss will be a welcome addition to St.
Pat's court.
Her escort will be Jerry Willick.

The sisters of Kappa Delta Sorority
present as their ,1975 St. Pat's queen
candidate Miss Mitzi White . Mitzi, a
sophomore at UMR, is from Oates,
Missouri, and is the daughter of Judge
and Mrs. Earl L. White. She is a
member of Kappa Delta Sorority where
she serves as editor and as delegate to
the IFC. She is the secretary for Little
Sisters of Pi Kappa A1Dha. Mitzi Dlavs
volleyball for the UMR girl's varsity
team and is very active in intramural
sports for Kappa Delta . The sister's of
Kappa Delta are proud ,to have Mitzi
represent them.

SUZIE JOHNSON
bpta .'4i{lm a psi
~

The Brothers of Sigma Nu fraternity
are proud to present their 1975 St. Paes
Queen candidate , Miss Gail Ann
Mahnken , from Salisbury, Missouri.
She was a cheerleader at Salisbury
High School and is active in many vocal
and instrumental groups. She was a
member of the Missouri State Singers
in 1974. Gail is active in school
orgnaizations such as FBLA, Drama
Club, and is a band officer and
majorette for the marching band. She
was queen of Chariton County Farm
Bureau and was first runner up in the
state finals. A few of her hobbies are
horseback riding, swimming, singing,
playing the piano, skiing and gymnastics. She will enter college this fall
and plans to make an airlines career.
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St. Pat's Queens
The Brothers of Kappa Alpha are
proud to present their 1975 St. Pat's
Queen Candidate, Miss . Elizabeth
catherine Clark. The lovely, greeneyed, 5 foot 7 inch, brunette, is
currently attending the University of
Missouri at Rolla . She is a freshman
majoring in psychology. She hopes to
attend the University of Toronto in
Ontario, Canada, next fall. She is a
graduate of Rolla High School. She is an
active member of Kappa Alpha's little
sister group, The Daughters of Lee. A
few of her many interests are baking,
reading, swimming, and taking long
walks.
The Brothers of Kappa Alpha feel
that Elizabeth's charm and poise wouid
compliment any saint's court.

men of Delta Tau Delta
ity proudly present Miss
Ann Long as their candidate
. Pat's Queen. Miss Long is a
of Rolla High School and
mu'f\erltlv employed by the U. S. CiyU
\.AJIIIIII"""IUII at Fort Leonard
secretary for Fourth Brigade
~~~~~~~~~~'
Chris has received
4
Performanlce Certificates
IIL~~:ogrut.lon of her work for each of
years . .
!in.Joying outdoor sports, Chris is an
skier and equestrian.
We feel that this five foot-seven,
broWli eyed brunette is more than
qualified for this honor and that St. Pat
c;owd not make a better choice.

CAROL HILL
tall ~amma

CHRISTIA LONG
delta tau delta
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CATHEY CRISLER
('n~ine('r:.. club

s;~ma

The Brothers of Sigma Tau Gamma
are proud to present Miss Carol Hill as
their candidate for the honor of "Queen
of Love and Beauty ." "Chill,"
originally from Festus, Mo ., is
presently a junior majoring in Special
Education at Southeast Missouri State.
Her hobbies include .swimming, water
skiing, and she is an active member of
the Tri Sigma sOfority at Southeast.
She is also an avid football fan. Her
plans after college ";ire still uncertain,
but teaching and marfiage are said to
be high on her. ~list, those two
preferences comirig fr!lm a reliable
source. With her outgoing personality,
the Brothers are confid~nt Carol will
represent us well when St. Pat and his
Green Wave arrive.
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ELIZABETH CLARK
kappa alpha

A five foot, six inch, hazel eyed blond,
Cathey Crisler, is representing The
Engineer's Club, as their st. Pat's
Queen candidate. She is presently a
plane captain in the U. S. Navy,
stationed at Naval Air Station,
Meridian, Mississippi. Prior to
joining the Navy, she attended Ocean
Springs High School in Ocean Springs,
Mississippi. She was a member of the
Cheerleader Squad for three years, and
their Captain for two years. She also
attended Jackson County Junior
College in Mississippi as afi Art Major.
She was Yeoman of her company in
boot camp. In her spare time, Cathey
enjoys playing foosball, bicycling,
water skiing, dancing, and butterflies.
She is nineteen years old.
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SUSAN OMOHUNDRO
cam pus club
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Susan Omohundro, daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. T. J. Omohuildro of Jackson,
Missouri, has been selected by the
members of Campus Club as their
queen candidate for St. Pat's. Susan, a
1973 graduate of Jackson High School,
attended Memphis State University for
a year where she was a member of
Alpha Lambda Delta Honor Sorority.
She is presently a first year nusring
student at Maryville College, St. Louis.
After graduation she plans to continue
her education to receive her BS in
nurSing or some science related field.
She hopes to specialize in surgical or
maternity nursing. Her hobbies include swimming, playing the piano,
reading, playing cards, and trout
fishing .
~

The men of Kappa Sigma are pleased
to present Debbie Yung as their 1975 St.
Pat's queen candidate . A 1973 graduate
of Ursuline Academy·in Kirkwood, she
is currently fl sophomore at the
University of Missouri at Columbia
majoring in Home Economics-Interior
Design. A pleasant blend of petite
feminity and veteran party goer, she is
active in both Zeta Tau Alpha and
Kappa Sigma's Little Sister program at
Mizzou. Miss Yung's hobbies and interests reflect her many facetted
personality, ranging from painting and
piano and guitar playing, to swimming,
horseback riding and a general love of
nature and the outdoors.

SUE VETTER
mrha

DEBBIE YUNG
kappa ... i~ma
~

The men of M.R.H.A. would like to
introduce Miss Sue Vetter, their candidate for St. Pat's Queen.
Sue just entered UMR this spring
majoring in Arts and Sciences, with
emphasis on Pre-Med. She hopes tobecome a doctor and eventually work
with handicapped children.
Sue, a resident of St. Louis,
graduated last December from Lindberg High School.
A 5'7" brunette, Sue held the title of
'Miss Explorer' in St. Louis in 1973.
She enjoys swimming, gymnastics,
horseback riding, and dancing.
M.R.H.A. and we're sure everyone
else would agree that Sue is an excellent choice for this year's St. Pat's
Queen.
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The
Minerity
Report

--

by Sandra McCorkle Gale
Happv St. Patrick's Dav, I was asked to write
something to fit in with the St. Pat's theme of this edition.
This didn't seem an easy assignment at first. But after
some thought, this is what I came up with.
.
We know that St. Patrick is the patron saint of
engineers, that he's ahnost solely an Irish saint, that he's
credited with driving the snakes out of Ireland.
It follows that UMR as basically an engineering school
would celebrate his day. Nothing, however, explains why
this tradition is carried on with such vengance. Why do we
have a St. Pat's Board? Why must all freshmen carry
shillelaghs and pound rubber snakes? Why has the
disgusting goop (for the dunking of the knights) come to
be known as Alice? Why all the drinking and general
rough-housing?
It seems that most of these things have become so
traditionar.that the origiruil reason for celebrating has
been buried.
What do we know of the Irish Catholic today? Ab, yes,
vaguely we recall that they are fighting some kind of
nasty little war with the British (or is it the Protestants?)
The Irish Republican Arm~ is hard at work trying to
drive the British out (apparently shillelaghs don't work)
so that all the provinces of Ireland can form a united
socialist republic. The three southern Catholic provinces
are less industrialized than the northern province of
British controlled Ulster.
Bernadette Devlin became a champion of the Catholic
worker's cause in 1968 when she was an active participant
in the civil rights marches. She was one of the founders 'of
the socialist movement, and later a twice-€Iected member
of the Parliament.
She has never deviated from her socialist position
although she has been arrested many times for her
radical activities.
Devlin is typical of the entire group of oppressed people
of Ireland who are fighting for their freedom.
Catholics are rousted from their homes at any hour,
shot, bombed, the men are placed in prison camps at Long
Kesh. Catholics are, denied jobs; their schools are
segrated from the Protestants. Is it ~ny ~onder ~e
Catholic women and children are so actively mvolved m
the war?
One division of the Irish Republican Army (The
Provisionals) runs the Fianna, which is akin to a guerrilla
army running a Boy-Girl Scout movement.
Young kids in Fianna are not taught about war (they
can see that first-hand) they are taught about class
politics.
Devlin says that the problem is the kids are most interested in being given guns to kill soldiers. Some of these
kids have never known their fathers except through the
prison bars.
This has been going on for 6 years so that the youngsters
who were trained in Fianna in 1969 are pr obably college
age today.
I can't help wondering how those young people are
celebrating St. Pat's Day this year.
SEXISTS OF THE WEEK : The entire St. Pat's Boardfor obvious reasons . They were nominated by 3 men and 2
women for this week's spot.
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~ What's round, 7 inches long and •
tastes great in a bun?

Downtown-209 W. 8th 364-5077
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Would you believe there 's a
course offered at UMR that
typically gets two to three times
as many applicants as it has '
room for? Would you believe it's
an English course? Well, it's
true, English 120 is not
specifically required for any
degree, but it can't himdle all
the people who want' in. The
answer to the puzzle of why a
school full of engineers has such
a large demand for an English
course lies in the title : "Science
Fiction."
After receiving many student
requests, a decision was made
by the English Department ot
offer a course in Science Fiction
during the Spring semester of
1974. The single section was
expanded to two when . 155
people signed up for it, and
much the same thing happened
last semester . Presently,
though there were 78 applicants, only one section of 35 is
being taught.

Aside from the fact that there .
are enoqgh Star Trek addicts on
campus to' fill a , dozen
classrooms, part of the course's
a ttraction
lies
in
it's
organization. Designed and
taught since the start by Ms .
Elizabeth Cogell, English 120 is
a unique course. It changes
continually, with new textbooks
every semester, including a
ma ga zine righ t off the
ne wsstand .
A
standard
semester's work consists of
three papers , but there are
options- fifty to si xty per cent
of the students write an original
story a t some time', and others
have done paintings, in-<:Iass
demonstrations, and a sculpture, And what other Liter ature
course has ,students who a re as
fami li ar (t houg h not as
proficient) with the material as
the instructor?
The paper s themselves are a
wide open category, The
average student would find it
hard to .think of something new
to sa v abo ut Chaucer or
Shakespeare, but the field of
Scierice Fiction is so under researched
that
a lmos t
anything wJCitten is breaking
new ground " Past papers have
cover e d": topic s fro irt a n
aerody na mic 'analysis of a
balloon described by - Edgar
Allan Poe to a definition of what
Science Fiction really is .

Come to

Open 7 Days a Week
11 am to 10 pm

science fiction at umr

•

:li

The infl uence of English 120
extends beyond the classroom,
So me of the s tudents are
working with English classes at
the Rolla Junior High School ,'
talking with the younger kids
about Science Fiction. The

library here is starting t,o build
up a decent collection of SF. The
books are mostly paperbacks,
many coming - from alumni
donations, and the coJJection is

presently estimated at about 400
books. Future plans call for a
series of films from Kansas
university, to be shown at night
for anyone who is interested~
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future concerts

St. Pat's 1975-Man on the Street

ST. LOUIS
March 9

Queen
Kansas
Mahoghany Rush
Labelle
Joe Walsh
Ox

March 16
March 23

Seals and Crofts

March 26

Herbie Hancock
Miles Davis

March 27

Blue Oyster Cult
Man
Dictator

March 29

Nektar
Pavlor's Dog

April 2&3

Lynyrd Skynyrd

April 16

Frank Zappa

May 13

Jesse Colin Young
Leo Kottke

May 22

Kraftwerk

This series of articles , which
ends this week with an interview with St. Patrick, has
contained opinions and editorial
comment in the form of
(hopefully) satire. It is only
just, then , that I, Sam Rucker ,
identify myself as their author.
Any qu estionabl e. a llusions ,
wisecracks , potshots, insults, or
direct or indirect accusations
have been entirely intentional.
Names have been changed to
protect the guilty. I will appreciate any a nd all comments
anyone has or has heard on
the articles; drop them by the
Miner office any time. In this
light, I hope you enjoy the
following ...
Miner : St. Patrick, you 're
certainly a difficult person to
get an inter view with. But I was
dying to see you, and so I
literally did . Nice surroundings
up here.
St. Patrick : Yes , though it
gets awfully dull at times. I'm
used to it by now, though . And
of course there 's always the
Follies to entertain one.
Miner : The Follies ?

Ma rch 28

Baker Gurvitz Army
Ray Manzarek

Thursday, March 13, 1975

April 26

St. Patrick : I've been in
heaven now for 1500 years and I
still get a kick out of the FoJJies .
It's almost time for one of my

favorite shows, too , the annual
S1. Pat's celebrations in Rolla,
Missouri , USA, planet Earth .
(Of course, Earth provides
most of the Follies entertainment) One might think
that it would get a little boring
watching the same spectacle
year after year - although it's
only really been going for a
measly sixty or seventy years
- but I never get tired of it. I'm
basically an egotist at heart,
and furthermore I really still
can 't fathom the behavior of
this segment of earth 's
popula tion.
Miner : What don't you understand ?
St. Patrick : Well, all year
long the students at UMR exist
in a rather boring state. They
study harder than most college
students, and a large number of
them really rather dislike what
they are studying (I think some
of them are there simply
because of the promise of a pot
of gold - or a wallet full of
green paper - when they
graduate). Then suddenly for
four days in March every year,
this body of studious. rather
grim and ambitious people, are
transformed into a bunch of
drunken slaphappies the likes of
which you will be hard pressed
to find anywhere else on the

Phelps County Bank

when you want
to chase a beer
with a beer.
:'I191l CARlINCi BREWI NC COM P ANY. 8hl(VILl

Two Locations
Downtown 8th & Pine
Facility Hwy. 72 & Salem Avenue

364-5202
"We Appreciate Your Business"

r. H U NOtS

Norm Deleo, Distributor
,.1

,...-----'-

Sponsors This Week's
--- -

-

crossword puzzle ~-*f.~~'H~

,.

JIll

ACROSS
1 Actor Geo rge
C. •..••.
6 A ct or Jo hn

"

Eva ngolin e's

o

43 Act or
Cha rl ton .•....
45 Act or Hu gh

p

Ii

gold en tou ch
17 O ff icer o f t he
Day (ab. )

18 Co ll ect io n o f

4 Note o f the

anecdotes

20 " A rsally -show l"
2 1 King a nd
Em pero r (Lat.
ab.)
22 Exh ib it io n of

works of art
23 Affecta t ion
2 4 Actor Steve

26 Disgraces
27 Javanese tree
28 Prasid enti.1
accuser Joh n

29 Cl ip ped

if#cw@ (Of Q~f

T
PHONE

20 A cto r Ric hard

22 Pref ix ; abo ve

sea lo
5 Mexican

23 Combining form :
f lat

f ood (pl.)
6 Make broad
7 Acade m y tab .l
8 Affi rmation
9 North Am erica

11935·1948 }
28 Square d a nce

10
,1
13
16
19

lab.}
Co nceited
person
Frighte n
Al m s
Image
A song o f
triumph

6 14 PINE ST .

o

DOWN
1 Pictu resque
2 House in
Seville
3 Suffix : path

19 Strode back
a nd fo rth

FURNITURE GALLERIES

!ilk

47 Leavening
48 Tangle

homeland

12 Gla cial epoch
14 ._. ma jest y
15 King w ith the

~JB~

25 Cite
26 President o f
Czechoslovakia

f igure
29 Break
30 American
composer and
cond uctor

1187 1·1937 }
3 1 Promon tory
32 Abo lish

33 Be filled
wit h desire
35 Musica l and
Mov ie: ._ ..
You r Wago n
38 Aaro n and
Mays, for
exa m p le
39 Priso n (co ll .1
0\1 School
o rgan ization
lab .)
4 2 Irish rebel
group (ab .1
44 Co m pass
poi nt
46 Baro n (ab . )

364-25 2 1

.

RO LLA . MO .

DIEHL MONTGOMERY
FORD SALES
Rolla, Missouri
(The Originator of the Student Finance
Plan in this Area)

31 Actor Sea n
34 Spy _ .. Had

35 Bou leva rd in

36

37
38
39

Mexico C it y :
..... de la
Reforma
Electrica l
engineering
lab .)
Fruit dri nk
The Momm as
and t he ..Vichy . for

one
40 Sme loco lab.l

41 Fo rced w ith
crowbar
42 Roma n rood

This plan allows the students upon approved credits
a'nd job , to buy a new car with nothing down and
payments of $25.00 per month unti l you are on the
job . This plan is not new, Diehl Montgomery Ford
has sold over 750 new cars and trucks to graduating
students this way . See us for all the details. Also you
can use your own insurance or ours.

FORD LINCOLN MERCURY
This a llows the gradua t ing students to have a new
car before he graduates when he really needs it. '
"Thi s is a special di scount pr ogram for students.
We will be glad to quote you a pr ice on any Ford or
Mercur y product."

planet. And it's all in the name
of a religious personage who
taught temporance and simplicity. (Me)! In my earth days
I would have been angered or
moved to pity , but now I just
try to figure it out and I can't.
These are what they caIJ
modern, civilized, gifted people
with all the advantages and
enlightenment
of
the
technological era. One thing is
for sure, tradition is just as
strong now as it ever was , at
least in . Rolla , because that
seems to be the primary reason
anyone has for participating in
many of the I;Ictivities.
Miner : You sound like a bit of
what we now call a wet blanket,
St. Pat.
St. Patrick : Not at all, not at
all . I'm just trying to figure out
some paradoxes . Why, with all
the finery of life in the twentieth
century, do people depend more
than ever on alcohol to have a
good time? And why do they
celebrate a religious holiday, of
all things, in this manner? If
people at UMR are so suppressed or so overworked that
they have to ruin their health
for four days in order to have a
good time, then perhaps the
benevolent engineers should
turn their minds to the problem of
the quality of modern life, or at
least life at UMR. To me, when I
was living , the thought of
someone getting sick because
he'd drunk too much would have
been disgusting, now this is a
source of mirth at UMR. I'm not
putting down having a good
time, relaxing, even drinking,
or anything else. I'm putting
down vulgarity, and the St.
Pat's celebrations in Rolla often
get quite vulgar.
Miner: Well, at least you have
been remembered over these
past fifteen hundred years, St.
Pat.
St. Patrick: I suppose it is
nice to still hear my name
mentioned, but that's about all
it is - lip service. How many
people do you know that could
. explain any of my teachings.
And I really never had anything
to do with engineering in my life
time - there was no such thing.
1 don 't particularly dislike
snakes , either, after all, they 're
GQd's creation . Speaking of the
Boss , I've got to go. He has a
special assignment for me : I
am to be reincarnated as a
typical suburban boy who grows
up and goes to an engineering
school because of all the job
opportunities open after
graduation. Hopefully after I
mak e my report on this
assignment I'll understand the
UMR paradoxes a little better.
Miner : Thank you .for your
time, St. Pat. Now, how do you
get a letter from the after-world
to Earth ...

If it's electronic
.. ,we can repair it

Ranco Inc.
Electronic
La boratori es
807 Rolla St.
364-4332

TH
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Shades of Watergate

ret

Recently an anonymous
letter, from a Missouri Institute
of Psychiatry (MIP), was
received by Provost Joseph
White of the UMC Medical
School. The letter describes
conditions which are affecting
the morale and operation of the
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THE TRUE STORY BEHIND GREEN BEER

Apparently , Dr. Armadeo
Marrazzi who was in charge of
Ward 5 Center, Kohler building,
MIP, was removed from patient
care after repeated complaints
of gross negligence in patient
care, ward administration,
unusual and bizarre treatment
procedures and behavior
modification techniques and
extremely poor personnel
relations.
Many of the people who
lodged the complaints are still
. employed at MIP or St. Louis
State Hospital complex. For a

number of months Dr. Marrazzi
had turned total responsibility
of medical and personnel
supervision of his ward to Bri.,an
Carr who is not licensed to
practice medicine, and whose
knowledge of medicine was in
line with the' average social
worKers ' . Mr. Carr wrote
prescriptions, changed
medications, ordered physical
restraints, changed diets, and 'in
general assumed the role of the
physician.
When nursing personnel
either objected or refused to
administer Mr. Carr's medical
orders, they were threatened
with dismissal or other punitive
actions and this was backed up
by Dr. Marrazzi.
.
At least one patient died on
the ward from gross negligence
and improper medical treatment and his body was not
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Maro Island is hiring!
Live in the heart of Northern California-America's most
famous work and play land. Ideal, smog-free climate,
short drive to the Golden Gate, the wine country, lots
more!
Work in a challenging environment at the West Coast's
oldest and best-known nava! institution, with unmatched
poten·tia! for professional growth, reward ' and
recognition.

SEND YOUR RESUME TO:
EMPLOYMENT OFFICE
[Code 170,,2]
lie
r it

c.
ic
ries

An Equal Opportunity Employer
U.S. Citizenship Required

discovered until some 12 hours
after his death.
The letter's writer alleges
tha t there are instances of other
patients having met with
medical crises that almost
resulted in their deaths because
Dr . Marrazzi refused to listen to
complaints from his personnel.
There were uncontrolled and
poorly supervised LSD studies
conducted on the patients by Dr.
Marrazzi, and unusual behavior
modification
techniques
authorized by Dr. Marrazzi at
the request of Mr . Carr, such as
patients being restrained in
chairs for several hours a t a
time in full view of visitors and
other personnel who might
happen to pass in the hallway
outside of a ward.
The patients were threatened
with withholding of their social
security payments if they
refused to participate in these
unethical studies. The studies
had no defineable goals and
were conducted in a haphazard
manner for well over a year.
Personnel were unable to
ha ve patients removed from Dr.
Marrazzi's
care .
They
repeatedly attempted to call his
attention to the unusual medical
. problems of patients who were
receiving massive doses of
Thorazine (a strong sedative),
but were told to discuss these
'minor' problems with Mr.
Carr . Further complaints
resulted in the records being
locked at all times in Mr. Carr's
office.
Several emergencies occurred during evening hours
when neither the doctor or Mr.
Carr-were on the premises and
doctors on call weren 't able to
treat the patients effectively
with no access to medical
histories.
Dr. Marrazzi's ward became
known as the "Thorazine
Ward" and no one wanted to
work for him . When one R.N.
refused to administer a 2,000 mg
dose of Thorazine to an "experimental patient" (because
the medication was in a pint
container of orange juice in a
refrigerator where it had been
sitting all day because no one
else wanted to give it) she was
removed from the ward as the
"uncooperative and unable to
get along with her superiors."
Dr. Marrazzi offered no
protest at the time of his
removal under these charges
which were proven true, and
Mr. Carr was given a position at
Columbia within the next 2
weeks. Personnel on the ward
were sworn to secrecy and are
violating this agreement (in this
tetter) only because Dr.
Marrazzi has been given increased authority over personnel and programs at the
Institute by Dr. Sletten.
Foes of Dr. Marrazzi are
currently being subjected to
various forms of surveillancephone tapping, opening of mail,
and blackmail. Dr. Sletten
allegedly has authorized
weekend break-ins of other
doctors offices , desks , filing
ca binets, with removal of data
and documents . The letter gives
several names of people who
can verify thi s information.
This letter has been released
in the hope the Institute will be
properly in ves tigated and these
matters resolved before the
reputation of the Institute is
irreparably damaged.
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What are the Raiders?
What are the RAIDERS? U
your answer does not include
such things as : Responsibility ,
leadership, accomplishment,
adventure , challenge, and
FUN; then you have the wrong
definition of what a RAIDER is
and of what the RAIDER
Organization does.
The RAIDERS are a nonmilitary organization that uses
many of the methods of the U. S.
Army to teach the art of
leadership
Training of a
person to take command and to
know how to handle himself and

those around him, in an
emergency situation.
Besides leadership the
RAIDERS teach courses in
pa troll ling , orienteering,
rappelling , survival, first aid,
and more. All of these are
things that we can use and enjoy
everyday and which can give us
the confidence we need in
ourselves in order to succeed in
life. Complementing these
classes are Field Exercises,
which are merely hypothetical
situations designed to test your
ability in the skills taught in

HU.NDRED AND T1iIRTEEN!
I CAN'T BElIEVE IT! ONl'{
ONE MORE TO GO".

class. The Field Exercises this
semester will include leadership reaction courses, escape
and evasion, survival, orienteering, bridging , first aid, etc.
Leadership means a lot these
days and it is one of the prime
goals of the ROTC college
program. It is also one of the
things that every RAIDER
possesses, which is why the
ROTC department supports the
RAIDER Otanization. ROTC
tells you how to be a leader and
we SHOW you.
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What do you think of the way
we celebrate St. Pat's here at
UMR'l
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" I do not agree with the
tradition of getting ponded if
one does not carry one's
shillelagh, and I could say
something about the president
of the St. Pat's board, but I
won 't. "
Mary is a freshman and was
ponded in Schuman park for not
carrying her shillelagh.

Dan Goodall
"I think freslunan shillelagh
carrying is stupid. I think the
idea of 'the group ' is gross, and
how well does one think of a
persOn riding in a manure
spreader? Other than that the
weekend is fun."

Pam Thebeau

Suzanne Duncan
"I do agree with the way we
celebrate St. Pat's here at
UMR. I think it's nice that a
school like this has a
celebration , or just several
days, when they can get
together and really show
togetherness .and spirit, and
have a lot of fun."
Suzanne also emphasized that
this promotes a spirit of
cohesiveness among students
that other schools seem to lack.

"I don't like going to the pond,
and I don 't like taking people
especially. Otherwise, I like to
pretty. well. It's just like any
other party weekend to me. I
guess I just don't have the spirit
yet - a couple more trips to the
pond and I will probably have
it. "
Tom is a fr eslunan who had
just been ponded for not making
a shillelagh .

"It's just not like it used to be.
I came up here in '65 and '66

Rayfield Grant
" I think it's okay for the
people who like to participate. I
don 't think it should be forced
on anyone, but it is a pretty good
way to relieve tension - for
everybody to get drunk and
have a pretty good time. I don't
like the ponding too much, but
that's part of it."

"As far as St. Pat's goes, I
don't mind the tradition of St.
Pat's or school traditions just
for the sake of traditions. I have
nothing against freshman
carrying shillelaghs, but I do
not particularly like the St.
Pat's board and the authority
that they seem to weild. I think
they are often ver-y pushy, and I .
don 't
appreciate
their
promotion of drunken festivities
and the kinds of things that
happen here on St. Pat 's
weekend. It's rather disgusting,
I think.
Mary Schumacher

unless you want to go home .
You can have a little vacation
before Easter . You don't have
to wait until Easter and just get
a week off. I like tha t. "
"The parade always helps.
You can get a lot of people that
come from out of town to corne
to Rolla , which helps the city
and gives it a little commcerce."

when
freshmen
carried
shillelaghs or got ponded, and
you had cards or else. I liked
that. I thought that was pretty
good. Now the actual Alice isn't
as hard as it used to be, which
I'd prefer to have back. I liked
'66 and '67. It's a lot milder
nowdays and I don't like it that
way. I wish it would kind of
revert back to the old days."

Marty Henson

Paul Woodruff
"It's the first vacation we get
in the spring. We do get two
days off, or four days , really,
for the weekend. Really you just
get to blow everything out,

"I think it is a pretty good
sized p~rty weekend. It's one of
the biggest ones for the school
and there are a lot of activities
to go to. I think it is something
that makes this school a lot
more individual. It's something.
we've got and nobody else has. ".
Marty is a member of the St.
Pat's board.

UMR

T-Shirts &
Sweatshirts

UMR

Ceramic Mugs

Calculators

4!J9~o39!jOO
,
Because were
all in this together.
FALSTAFF-BALLANTINE & HANLEY LAGER DISTRIBUTED BY: O'DONNELL DIST. co., INC. 'OlLA.MISSOU""· 01 I 31 ' ·J. '·IS1J

Campus
Book Store
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For over 130 years we've been using
the word ~~quality" in our advertising.
Once again, we'd like to tell you what
we Olean by it.
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Blue Ribbon quality means the best tasting beer you can
get. A quality achieved only by using the finest ingredients
and by adhering to the most rigid of brewing standards.
In M'ilwaukee, the beer capital of the world, Pabst Blue
Ribbon continues to be the overwhelming best seller
year after year. Blue Ribbon outsells its nearest
competitor nearly five to one. That's why we feel
we've earned the right to challenge any beer.

-..
...

So here's the Pabst challenge: ,Taste and compare
the flav9f of Blue Ribbon with the beer you're '
drinking and learn what Pabst' quality in 'beer
is all about. But don't take our word for it.
Taste our word for it.

Pabst. Since 1844.
The quality has always
come through.

PABST BREWING COMPANY MI LWAUKEE. WIS PEORIA HEIGHTS . ILL NEWARK. N J LOS ANGELES CAL PABST GA
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Orr Named Outstanding Performer Again

Miner Swimmers Repeat
As MIAA Champions'
The UMR swimming team,
led by Bill Orr, won the MIAA
championships this
past
weekend in Cape Girardeau.
This is the second conference
title in iI·row for the Miners and
establishes them as the
"power '.' in the MIAA. For
hard-working Coach Bob Pease
and his well-conditioned squad,
this was the culmination of over
five months of continuous work.
The team showed how good
preparation pays off, as they
did not have a really outstanding meet while SMS swam
"out of their minds." The
Southwest Miss'o uri State
University Bears won every
point that they possibly could
and still came up nine points
behind the Miners. The final
totals : UMR 144, SMS 135,
SEMO 90, Central Missouri
State 50 and Northwest Missouri
State 35.
The top Miner performers
were Bill Orr, a triple winner
(an individual can only enter
three events) and Mike Norberg, who had two firsts and a
second. For his tremendous
efforts, Orr was named the
meet's outstanding swimmer,
the second year in a row he has
received this award. Randy
Lubbert was the only other
UMR swimmer to take a firstplace, but there were a bunch
of seconds and thirds.
Norberg got the Miners off on
the right foot as he set a pool
record and won first place in the
opening event (the 400 LM.l
with a time of 4:30.65. Mike
must have known how close the
meet was going to end up, as he
also won the second event, the
200 fly , with a time of 2:00.75 , a
new pool and MIAA record. Cocaptain Mark Mateer took third
in the 200 fly with a time of
2 : 05 .10, a personal best. In fact,
this was just the first of twenty
personal bests set in the meet
by the UMR swimmers.
In the 50 free , Dana Witt took

fifth and Reeed Curtis took
sixth, Curtis with his best time
ever. Bill Kroeger finished third
and Bob McCarthy sixth in the
100 back, McCarthy 's time
being a personal best. A third
and a fourth place finish by Tim
Kirschbaum and Phil Henry ill
the 100 breast marked their best
times ever.
The 200 free was definitely a
Miner stronghold as : Orr won
with a time of 1 :47.01 (pool,
varsity and MlAA record)
Leonard Wolff took third'
Randy Lubbert finished fourth '
and Dana Witt came in sixth:
And each time turned in was a
personal best for that swimmer! After the 400 Medley
Relay team took second Bill
Orr came right back to win the
200 IM in a time of 2 :03 .31 - a
new pool, varsity and MlAA
record. Orr must have been
watching Norberg in the first
two events!
Randy Lubbert got into the
recordsetting pace in the 1650
free as he turned in a time of
17:50.77, a new MlAA mark.
Leonard Wolff was right behind
to take second with his best
time ever.'

The 100 fly was another good
UMR event, as Norberg, Witt
and Mateer went two-threefour. In the preliminaries , Witt
set a new varsity record with a
time of 55.49. All of these times
were individual bests. Reed
Curtis had his top time in the 100
free, finiShing sixth.
Mark Mateer came through
with his third "placing" of the
meet as he took second in the
200 breast, turning in a time of
2:24.37. This was Mark's best
time so far, as was Kirschbaum's clocking in the same
event, good enough for fourth
place. Bill Kroeger took third in
the 200 back , with Bob
McCarthy right behind in fourth
- the latter having his best
time ever.
The next event was the 500
free, and it really showed the
depth of the Miner team. Bill
Orr, Leonard Wolff and Randy
Lubbert went one-two-three an
. unbelieveable
ac compiIshment m the conference
championships. Orr's time of
4:52.61 (recorded in the
preliminaries) was - can you
guess - a pool, varsity and
MIAA record. This was the

third such feat for Bill in the
meet - obvious reasons for him
being named the meet's outstanding swimmer. Wolff's time
of 5 :02.63 was his best individual mark.
Steve Suellentrop had his best
performance in the three-meter
diving as he took sixth place.
The 800 free relay team took
first with a time of 7 :30.6, a pool
and MIAA record. The 400 free
relay team took second. .
Coach Pease commented that
he was satisfied with the team's
performance - that it was only
an outstanding effort by the
SMS swimmers that made the
meet close. It is also interesting
to note that four varsity records

were set - somethmg that is
getting harder and harder to do ,
since the records that exist are
really excellent times. And, Bill
Orr set three of them .
This completes the season for
all but nine of the swimmers.
These select few will journey to
Cleveland, Ohio on March 20-22
to partiCipate in the NCAA
Division II championships. Last
year the Miners ended up 28th in
the nation, and it seems like
they can do even better this
time around. All-Americans Orr
land Norberg are even better,
and they will be joined by Wolff,
Lubbert, Kroeger, Witt, Molina,
West and Kirschbaum.
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Miners Drop Two
Straight In Regional
The UMR Miners basketball
learn traveled to Grand Forks,
N.D., last weekend to play in the
NCAA North Central Regional
Tournament. The Miners expected tough competition, and
they certainly got it.
UMR's first game in the four
team tournament was against
the host team, the University of
North Dakota, Friday, March 7.
North Dakota has a 20-6 season
record going into the game, and
had won their last twelve
games.
At the start of the game, the
Miners controlled the action,
and led 9-7 midway through the
first half. Too many turnovers
by the Miners, and hot shooting
by North Dakota turned the

M-Club

LIQUOR SOLD AT OUR CITY ROUTE 66 LOCATION ONLY
IN
MISSOURI

ga me around . At halftime North
Dakota led by thirteen pOints,
35-22.
In the second half, the Miner
offense got moving again . With
five minutes left in the game,
they had fought back to within
one point, t-ra-iling only 57-56
now. After · two buckets by
North Dakota and one by UMR,
the score stood at 61-58, with
still plenty of time left in the
game. But then the 'Miners got
into fould trouble. North Dakota
hit 11 straight free throws, while
holding the Miners to only three
points. The final score was 72-

The consolation game was
played Saturday, and the
Miners played Augustana
College, from Augustana, South
Dakota. The taller Vikings were
outscored from the field by the
Miners 56-54, but once again,
rree throws decided the game.
Augustana hit 17 free throws ,
while the miners hit only eight
charities. The Miners lost by a
score of 71-64.
Bob Stanley led the Miner
scoring with 20 points, Ross Klie
added 13, and Mark Fra'nklin
had 10.
A tournament All-star team
6l.
was selected, and UMR's
Ron Scroggins led the Miners sophomore forward,
Bob
in scoring with 18 points, while Stanley was on it.
Bob Stanley had 17.
"We enjoye(i playing in
national competition," said
UMR head coach Billy Key.
" I'm sure we learned a lot, and
hopeful we'll make it into the
tournament again someday."
The Miners finished the
season with a 16-9 record. Since
reserve guard Bob Kissack is
the only senior on the squad, the
(Norberg, Lubbert, Wolff and Miners should be tough again
Orr) , and the 400 free relay next year. Maybe next year
(Orr, Molina,. Witt, and West). they will be able to capture the
The Miners are in really good elusive MlAA basketball crown.
shape for the Nationals March
20-22 in Cleveland.

'BUDWEISER
6 Pack
Non Return

PABST

•••

athlete of the week
So far this year, the Miners
have had a pretty good sports
year. Both .football and
basketball teams finished
second in the MlAA and now the
Miner Swimmers have captured their second cOl1secutiv,e
MlAA crown.
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Complete Auto Repairs
20% Off on all Auto Parts From Now to Ma'y 1
341-2000
1024 Kingshighway

Akers Fe"ry Canoe Rental

~

CANOE
RENTAL

...

Bill Orr
Spearheading the swimming
teams championship was Bill
Orr. Bill won the 200 free , 200
1M , and the 500 free. Bill made
All American last year and
right now he 's heading for that
same distinction again this
year. Another one of last year's
Miner All Americans, Mike
Norberg , also had a big day at
the conference meet. Mike won
, the 200 fly and 400 1M. Mike
also joined with Orr, Lubbert,
and Wolff in winning the 800 free
relay.
Now that the conl'erence meet
is over with, the swimmers are
now setting Sights on the
Nationals . The Miners have
qualified about half the team for
the Nationals. Right now , the
indi vidual qualifiers are Orr ,
Norberg, Koreger, Witt, and
Lubbert. Also , three of the
Miner's relay teams .have
qualified. They are: Medley
relay (Kroeger, Kirschbaum,
Witt , and Orr )), 800 free relay

If it's electronic
... we can repair it

Ranco Inc.
Electronic
laboratories
807 Rolla St
364-4332

Phone: 314- 858- 3224
Cedar Grove Route,
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FLOAT TRIPS

NOW OPEN
Simpson's
lighthou.se Bookstore
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Salem, Missouri 65560

Big Discounts
Auto Parts-Accessories-Speed Equ ipment

Rolla, Mo.
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Quality
..
_ _ _Prices
____________1
• Competitive

Hook Auto Supply
513 Hwy. 63 S.

101 Proof
8 Yrs. Old

~CURRE~~ RIVER
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LD TURKEY
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9th & Pine
364-3950
Religious Books, Bibles
A~bums & Tapes

364-5252

Texas Instruments
SR-50

Hi-Fi Sounds
High Quality Stereo Components
Special Savings on All Records
Special Order Service for Records
Full Line of Accessories

Hi-Fi Sounds
364-8787

1 Block East of Library-Downtown

'COMPARE WITH LOCAL STORE
PRICES

THE WORLD'S MOST WANTED
SCIENTIFIC CA-LCULATOR
~Algebra i c logic
'Accurale 10 13 significanl digits
" '2 digil display wilh 10 digit
manl issa, 2 digil exponenl
" Overflow 1 underflow ind icators
~Scientific notation

Save Ihe gimmicky shipping/
handling charges. Send check
with order. No COD's please.

~ Factorials

rBoSro"'N"i'EcHNiCAL,It«:.- -

'Logarithmic, Irigonomelric &
hyperbolic functipns
• Memory storage and recall

I Please ship _ _ _ SR·50(s)

"128 Dedham 5LNewIon , Mass. 02159

1I,lIn"'l( IU'HlJ,! (hi " I.. ~ _ __

~ Portable

I N'me _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

"Rechargeable batlery pack
• Adapter /c harger & carrying case
One-year TI warranly

I Add .." _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I Ci1Y - - - - - - - - -

I State

ZIP' _ __
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kappa alpha
continues dynasty

htinhil.... , March 22

9 a.m.--.4 p.m.-Games Begin
2 p.m.-6 p.m.-Bar·B.Q at Lion's Park
8 p.m.-?-Party Echo Valley, Adm. $2.00
9 p.m.-Rugby Song Contests
Sunday, March 23
10 a.m.-Consolation Games
1 p.m.-Raffle Ticket Drawing
2 p.m.-Championship Games'
4 p.m.-?-Beer Bust at Lion's Park
-Programs, Buttons, Shirts, Etc. will go on sale
March 24 in Student Center.

e
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from the Staff and
Management of

Office Equipment Co., Inc.

Wishing You The Best
St. Pat's Ever!

Bernie Eiken, Owner Ron Hodges, Mgr
705 Rolla Street

364·1334
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It took only one week to end
what so many wrestlers from
different organizations had
been preparing for, for the last
month. For some, their season
ended too soon for the amount of
work put into training, but for
KA their efforts paid off. KA
once again is the intramural
wrestling champion. K A left
little doubt by taking five out of
ten final matches on Thursday
night. This is how K A finished
off their opponents: In 130
pound action, Larry Davis
pinned Bill Schlittler of PiKA in
just2:55 ; in 160 pound. division,
Dennis Woodruff won by points
over Peter Telthorst of TKE 131; Gary Roberts pinned Larry
Oliver of Sig Ep at 1:21 of the
third round to win the 167 pound
match; Dave Seaman also
pinned his opponent Mark
Drum of Kappa Sig after only 16
seconds of the second round in
the 177 pound round; and finally
in the heavyweight division,

Dude Harms took Steve Rinne
of Beta Sig by pOints 13-2.
Sig Ep won its only two final
matches, first in the 137 pound
division Frank Moore tied Mike
Busby of TKE in amount of
points 6~, but the match was
awarded to Moore because he
led in the number of takedowns
2-1. In the 152 pound fight Kurt
Kinnevan fought well to defeat
Ken Dufner of TKE 27-8.
Tech Club won two matches
also, first in the 123 pound class
Mike Heaton won on points 6-5
over Mark Abernathy of TKE
and Jim Dudley pinned Kevin
Spacklen of MRHA at 1: 28 of the
second .round in the 145 pound
division.
Gary Roebke of Kappa Sig
topped off the action by
defeating Steve Jenneman of
TKE in the 191 pound division
15~ . The top three point scorers
for the week resulted in KA on
top, TKE taking second, and Sig
Ep following for third.

Barnes has his shot
blocked by a Greek in
the
recent
GreekIndependent Charity
game at the MultiPurpose building. The
Independents won the
ga me by a score of 72-68.
(Photo by Duncan)
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Independents Defeat
•••
•• All-Greek Team
••
•
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The long awaited and highly
publicized Greeks versus
Independents basketball game
was finally played Friday,
March 7. Even though the game
was scheduled on a dead
weekend, there was a large

crowd on hand. The Independents even had cheerleaders,
some werent' very pretty, but
they were cheerleaders.
As expected, the Independents got the opening tip, but it
didn't matter much. The Greeks
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"The Best Prices In TownCome In And See"

Kenmarkls
904 Pine

Sporting
Goods

364·3603

Discount Prices
on
Film & Flashbulbs

•
•••

Scott's Drug

••

Since 1905 at 8th & Pine

••
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quickly built up an 8-0 lead, but
by the end of the quarter it was
only a one point lead, 16-15.
The score was tight all
through the second quarter.
Both teams shot well from the
field, and at the half the score
was 36-35.
The third quarter was played
about the same as the second;
tight. Midway through the
fourth quarter, the Independents went into the lead, 57-55.
The Greeks had fought the
Independents on the boards all
night, but towards the end of the
game, the Independents took
control of rebounding . The
game went down to the wire,
and the Independents won, 72-

Steve _ Pryor
led
the
Independents in scoring, netting
25 points. ·The Greeks were led
by Dale Walling with 17, Dave
Hall with 11, and Steve Besler
scored ten.
The game wasn't just a
confrontation between two
groups, it also-involved unifying
various groups around the
campus. The Greek team was
composed of 13 players,
representing eight different
Fraternities. The Independents
had an even wider range of
people to choose from. But by
Friday night both groups were
fairly well unified, and they
played well.
It was called the first annual
Theta Tau Benefit Basketball
Game. Maybe it will become an
annual event. The idea of
raising money for charity by
playing basketball is great, but
the game can't be allowed to get
out of hand. As long as the game
is played in a spirit of friendship, it should be continued.
This year 's game was a good
one. AJ though there were a lot of
fouls committed in the game, all
res ulted from hustling and
playing tough defense. There
were no flagrant fouls. Both
sides respect each other much
more now than before the game,
and a lot of friends were made
during the game .
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Miners~

OpenAt Jackson

DespIte snowfall the UMR
Varsity Baseball season will
begin this coming Monday as
the Miners travel to Jackson,
Tennessee to participate in the
three day College Invitational
Tournament.
Hoping to rebuild after last
year"s
.
6-22

season,- the 1975 Miner squad
will be guided by new head
coach , Charles Broyles. His
biggest concern will be in filling
lineup positions left open after
las(year. "We have only seven
returning squadmen, and only
three are ptichers. So we're

Ir--------------~
French Studio I
I
&; Camera
I
I
•
I Extra Film For I
I
St. Pat's

going to havea lot of sP,~ts open'
on the pItching staff, coach
Broyles POI~ts out. ,
..
ThIS year s pItching staff IS
anchored by returning . Iet,
termen Jeff Pose, Mark Mills,
and Kerry Welker. JUnIor
college transfer Rusty LItchfIeld and freshman Mike
Simac are being counted on to
round out the starting rotation.
Relief help will be provided by
sophomore Kevin Pace and
freshman Steve Henry, James
Baker, and the team's only
southpaw - Ted Kelly.
' Catching for the Miners will
be sophomore Don Short. Coach
Broyles calls Short, "one of the
best defensive catchers he's
seen." Helping with the catching chores will be returning
letterman Bill Franz and freshman Kevin Killian.
The Miner infield is anchored
by AlI-MlAA shortstop Dale
Walling. BudStein, starting his
fourth year in a UMR uniform,
will be at third base with Junior
Greg Best, a utility infielder
last year, at second base .
Rounding out the infield is
sophomore John Moritz who is
making the switch from a utility
outfielder to first base.
Providing back up, will be
utility infielders Senior Jerry
Lee, Junior Tom Niala,
sophomore Mark Moran, and
freshman Randy Mason.
The starting outfield will be
selected from among five
contenders.
Returning
squadmen Roger Keller and
Wolffe Bagby appear to have
the inside track, but juniors Stu
Dunlop and Ron Mitchum and
Freshman Jack Pippenger also
look good.

.1
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I• 24 .Hr. Photofinishing I•
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•.Service On Kodacolor
~
H •I
I 813 Pine
364-4579 •
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UMR Ruggers
'D efeat.,Rqyals'
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Women Win One

Last weekend the UMR
womens basketball team
competed in the Small State
Tournament in Kansas City.
Nine teams were entered in the
Single elimination tournament.
The girls first game was
agiainst Drury, Friday, March
7, at 10:00 a.m . Despite the
early morning hours, the girls
had no problems in whipping
Drury for the third time this
year', 54·2l.
Friday night the girls came
up against Tarkio ColJege, the
top-ranked team in the tour-'
nament. Tarkio had a record of

17-1 going into the game, while
UMR had a record of 4-6. The
difference in experience ' was
the major factor in the game.
The girls from Tarkio seemed to
hit everything they shot, and
won the .game. 56-35 .
Twent.y one points was as
close as anyone came to beating
'Tarkio in the tournament. In the
championship game, Tarkio.
whipped William Woods 'by 42
points. If the tournament would
have had a consolation bracket
the UMR girls would hav~
probably taken it.

II tHllTIH[(~

PABST & PEANUTS
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The UM.ft~ugby te~m- has C'enti~f~S;ouri St~teand the
been plliying' its heart {)j.lt the.. JeffQity club. We took}t on the .
last few weeks with some very~ nose' from ·a toUgh,. hard hi.tt~ng
favorable IiIid so~e not too Cape s91.!ad ,12"3, bUt bounced ,
wonaertul
resu,lts. ~ .Last· bac;kwith a f3 win9~er ~ntral
weekend our vallent TUggers Missouri. .State, Steve . Petll;o,
traveled to St. Louis to play John' Loes.i~, ., MIk:e t StlO:ktheir arch:rivals the St. L!>uis wea ther and .: tba It tunning
Royals rugby club (about one- ' re<U1ead Tom Wycoff a1thad big
third of the Royals played, on plays in the scoringeffort, ·
UMR's past Urnes) and for the " We are hosting'
t!Jird'
first time ' ~MR defeated the annual
Stag
biidwest
Royal,s 13-10. Toni Wycoff, Invitational lntercQ~Jegiate '
Mark. ,Brown an!! the Golden RpgbyTourney Mru;~~22-23 on
''Poe of Steve Perko all a~ded to the. U~ Intr~murahflelds. Not
:a fine,. UMR rugger effort over only will their'be 16 .~eams JrQJll
the Royals, There was a greattlienhdw~t~~clPa·tingf. but
party 'afterwar<,h UMfl, kept . you ~ll get a¢ilance til see:girls
:good qld Miner tradition sacr.oo ' .rugby" 'take . ~h~in>" a eat
by soqng1y thras~ng the ru.>y~~ , parfy" Satw:day;;.?I~~
e
in' a "BQabRace" Jor a Qeet " Echo ValleY 'aniUatso
fine
:gw.zling sWlremacy. ..
'~i ,.'bar,-p-q «SaturQay ·from H p.m.
%cj(Thism>ast weekend,.the; batX /!t ,Lion's.'P!fl'k', ~oll;l if you've
;mng liMa tuggers traveled tQnever seen 'rugbY 'or i{you just
~wan:imsburg· to take part in'll want to experience a £i,ne time
lour " team contest .with ". come ,. on out and cheer our
South,e ast' Missouri' State, r!1ggers on'! .
.!l•• :

Come Down the Black &' Gold
Steps of the Bar for UMR

Saturday ~
Congratulations St.Pat and Court

OPEN 8 a.m.

Sounds by
THE SOUND CENTER
1107 Pine Street
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